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ABSTRACT
Tunnels are subsurface passages which are often constructed without removing the
overlying rock or soil. It follows that the lack of a priori knowledge of subsurface
conditions poses major challenges in their preliminary design and planning.
Considerable construction savings may be achieved through the proper collection and
interpretation of information obtained through site exploration. However, exploration
results are often not completely reliable and site exploration in itself involves a cost.
Exploration planning is therefore a process of decision making under uncertainty.
Einstein et al (1978) provide a model that applies decision analysis to the tunnel
exploration problem. This thesis first describes the model devised by Einstein et al and
provides numerical techniques for implementing it in a programming package. A
package in Visual Basic for Applications is presented which implements the model for a
generic tunnel. The thesis concludes by applying the devised package to the North
Kenmore Tunnel (Washington State).
Thesis Supervisor: Herbert Einstein
Title: Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Tunnels are subsurface passages which are often constructed without removing the
overlying rock or soil (Szechy 1961). It follows that the lack of a priori knowledge of
subsurface conditions poses major challenges in their preliminary design and planning.
While the tunnel's general location is governed by existing needs, the exact location is
often determined by the prevailing geologic conditions in the area. Initial reliable
information on the geologic conditions is therefore vital for predicting the loads acting on
the tunnel and the choice of construction method(s) to be employed. In the absence of
such information, conservative designs and choices of construction methods (assuming
worst geologic conditions) are often assumed. These conservative assumptions lead to
inflated costs. Considerable construction savings may therefore be achieved through
the proper collection and interpretation of initial reliable information on the existing
geologic conditions.
In this initial planning phase of a tunnel project, information on the existing subsurface
conditions is obtained from experts and geologists. Based on their experience, existing
geologic maps, and their intuition, they may indicate with some certainty existing
geologic formations, or geologic conditions that may render construction work difficult or
sometimes even impossible. Consequently, the progress and construction costs of a
tunneling project depend highly on the engineer's choice of construction strategies to
suit the predicted subsurface conditions and on the reliability of the initial information
obtained from experts. In addition, the linear nature of tunnels requires linear
construction sequencing that highly restricts the flexibility to changes in construction
9
strategies. In fact, nearly any small variation in construction strategy may affect the
progress and construction costs of a tunnelling project.
Construction strategies that are the best alternative for tunneling through a particular
geologic state given cost, time, resource, plant, and material constraints, may prove to
be unsuited in other states. The engineer thus faces the major challenge of matching
construction strategies to the uncertain subsurface conditions. For a given geologic
profile, the optimal choice of construction strategy/strategies depends on:
1. The extent of the geologic states in which each construction strategy is
technically feasible.
2. The associated impact (cost and time) of employing each strategy/strategies in
each geologic state.
3. The impact (cost and time) of changing from one construction strategy to
another.
Following the initial gathering of information and devising the corresponding construction
strategy/strategies, the engineer must decide whether he feels confident enough to
begin construction or whether gathering further information on the existing subsurface
conditions would be more beneficial. Site exploration allows one to collect further
information on the existing geologic states. However, exploration results provide
information about the geologic states in the vicinity of the area being explored only;
predictions about neighboring states have to be inferred subjectively by experts based
on the exploration results. It should be noted that exploration results are not always
indicative of the true nature of the existing subsurface conditions. Exploration results
may therefore be uncertain in themselves. Moreover, exploration itself involves a cost.
The aim of exploration planning is therefore to minimize total costs of construction plus
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exploration. This cost constraint on exploration restricts the extent of desired exploration
planning, boiling it down to a matter of maximizing the value of information obtained
through exploration. Specifically, given initial information on the geologic states,
exploration planning should determine:
1. Whether it would be beneficial to explore, and if so,
2. Where along the tunnel alignment should one explore.
1.1 PROBLEM STATEMENT/SCOPE
Present approaches to the tunnel exploration problem are mostly based on intuition,
experience, and conservative assumptions that may lead to inconsistencies affecting
decisions in the planning phase of a tunnel project. These assumptions may lead to
decisions that result in inflated project costs on the one hand or underprediction cost and
time on the other hand. Significant cost savings may be achieved through the
application of decision theory to the tunnel exploration problem (Einstein et al 1978).
Based on the model proposed by Einstein et al (1978), this thesis presents analytical
and practical techniques for tunnel exploration planning; specifically, these techniques
help in deciding:
1. Whether it would be beneficial to explore, and if so,
2. Where along the tunnel alignment should one explore.
11
1.2 DEFINITIONS
The key terms that are used in the context of this thesis are defined in this section.
1.2.1 CONSTRUCTION STRATEGY
The term construction strategy in the context of this thesis refers not only to the
excavation method and support procedure implemented, but includes also the type of
equipment and the material used for the initial support.
1.2.2 GEOLOGIC STATE
Each geologic state represents a particular combination of geological parameters such
as rock or soil type, jointing, foliation, gas, and groundwater conditions. Therefore, for a
given geologic state, there can be more than one technically feasible construction
strategy with some strategies being more conservative than others.
1.3 OUTLINE
Chapter 2 first reviews the decision analytical procedure for tunnel exploration as
proposed by Einstein et al (1978) through two examples; one involving a single-section
tunnel, and the other involving a multiple-section tunnel. In Chapter 3, numerical
techniques for implementing the model in a programming package are outlined, and an
application in Visual Basic for Applications that implements the model for a generic
tunnel is described. The North Kenmore Tunnel will serve as a case study for the model
in Chapter 4. Finally, Chapter 5 will highlight the major conclusions and provides
recommendations for future work.
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CHAPTER 2
DECISION ANALYSIS for TUNNEL EXPLORATION (DATE)
2.1 THE DECISION CYCLE
Figure 2.1 represents the decision-making process under uncertainty for engineering
applications as proposed by Karam and Einstein (2005). In the deterministic phase, one
selects the initial parameters and relates them to decision-driving outcomes through a
model(s). Initial parameters are decision variables that can be controlled by the decision
maker, and state variables representing the uncontrollable environment. The decision-
driving outcomes may be related to one another through an objective function often
involving cost or time criteria. Sensitivity analyses allow one to identify the most
influential input variables; those variables with minimal influence can be left constant in
the rest of the analyses.
In the probabilistic phase, uncertainties are incorporated into the analyses while
maintaining the same relationships as in the deterministic phase. Decision-driving
outcomes, such as cost, will then be in the form probability distributions. Decisions are
made based on these outcomes. The decision on whether the collection of further
information would be beneficial is done in the information phase (refer to Figure 2.1).
13
.....................
....................
UpdatinG
...............-----..
Probabilistic
(Model) Phase
- Express probabilities and create
probabilistic models
" Conduct probabilistic analyses
" Rank input parameters
Decision
..................... . Information.....
Information
(Model) Phase
- Create information
models
- Find expected values
of information
- Conduct probabilistic
sensitivity analyses
----.-.-----..........
Figure 2.1: The Decision Cycle
2.2 DECISION ANALYSIS for TUNNEL EXPLORATION
Exploration planning is a classic problem of decision making under uncertainty. The
application of decision analysis to tunnel exploration is well established (Einstein et al,
1978) and will be described in the following sections through examples. First, an
example for a single-section tunnel is presented, followed by an example that extends
the analysis to a multiple-section tunnel.
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Deterministic
(Model) Phase
- Select input parameters
" Relate input parameters to
decision-driving outcomes
" Conduct sensitivity analyses
2.3 SINGLE-SECTION TUNNELS
2.3.1 DETERMINISTIC PHASE
The aim of exploration planning is to determine:
1. Whether it would be beneficial to explore, and if so,
2. Where along the tunnel alignment should one explore.
The model devised by Einstein et al (1978) will be demonstrated through an example.
Consider a proposed single-section tunnel as shown in Figure 2.2. Based on their
previous local experience, their intuition, and local geologic maps, geologists and
engineers predict that the existing geologic states in this section can be either 1 G, 2G, or
3G. The model assumes that only one of these geologic states may actually exist in the
section.
A: Start of B: End of
Tunnel Tunnel
1GTunnel Alignment .2
------ i_ 
_ __ _ __ _ _
L
1G Predicted Geologic State in Section I
Figure 2.2: Proposed Single Section Tunnel Alignment
Probability values are assigned to each of the geologic states (1G, 2G, and 3G)
reflecting the likelihood of their existence in the section based on the geologists' and
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engineers' assessment. These values can be organized in matrix form. This matrix will
be referred to as the Prior Probability Matrix and is shown in Figure 2.3. The entries in
the matrix are the probabilities that the true geologic state in the section is the one
indicated by the matrix columns. Namely, P1G is the probability that the true geologic
state is 1 G in the section; p2G is the probability that the true geologic state is 2G in the
section; and p3G is the probability that the true geologic state is 3G in the section.
These probabilities are determined by the geologists'/engineers' assessment.
Note that the summation of P1G, p2G, and P3G must always equal 1 based on the
assumption that none of the geologic states can coexist in the section.
True Geologic State
1G 2G 3G
Prior Probability Matrix = Section 1 [p1G P2G p3G]
Figure 2.3: Prior Probability Matrix
Alternative construction strategies to suit each of the possible geologic states 1G, 2G,
and 3G given cost, time, resource, and material availability constraints are then
considered. In this example, three construction strategies denoted by S1, S2, and S3
are considered. The construction costs of employing each of these strategies (S1, S2,
and S3) in each of the geologic states (1G, 2G, and 3G) can also be represented in
matrix form. This matrix will be referred to as the Construction Cost Matrix and is shown
in Figure 2.4. The entries in the matrix are the construction costs of employing each of
the considered strategies (matrix rows) in each of the geologic states (matrix columns).
For example CS1,1G is the cost of using construction strategy S1 in geologic state 1G.
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True Geologic State
1G 2G 3G
S1 CS1,1G CS1,2G CS1,3G
Construction Cost Matrix = Construction Strategy S2 CS2,1G CS2,2G CS2,3G
S3 [CS3,1G CS3,2G CS3,3G_
Figure 2.4: Construction Cost Matrix
The exploration reliability is represented in matrix form as well. This matrix will be
referred to as the Reliability Matrix and is shown in Figure 2.5. The probability values in
the matrix are the result of subjective assessment of the performance of the exploration
method in the geologic states. For example, P2G,1G is the probability that the chosen
exploration method indicates 2G given that the true geologic state is 1 G.
Exploration Method Indicates
1G 2G 3G
1G P1G,1G P2G,1G P3G,1G
Reliability Matrix = True State 2G P1G,2G P2G,2G P3G,2G
3G [PG,3G P2G,3G P3G,3G_
Figure 2.5: Reliability Matrix
Note that the rows in the Reliability Matrix have to add up to 1.
The Prior Probability Matrix, the Construction Cost Matrix, and the Reliability Matrix are
the input parameters for the model through which decisions are made.
In essence, one is faced with two alternatives when deciding on whether to explore: 1.
Explore and use the information obtained from exploration before proceeding with
construction (from now on referred to as the "Imperfect Information" alternative) and 2.
Proceed with construction without exploring (from now on referred to as the "No
Exploration" alternative). To decide between these two alternatives, one has to compare
the expected benefits of exploring and compare them to the expected benefits of not
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exploring. If exploring provides information on the geologic conditions that ultimately
leads to a reduction in the total expected costs plus the cost of exploration (when
compared to the expected cost of "No Exploration"), then exploring is beneficial. If on
the other hand exploring provides information on the geologic conditions that doesn't
ultimately reduce the expected total costs plus the cost of exploration (when compared
to the expected costs of "No Exploration") then exploring is not beneficial losing the cost
of exploration in the process.
Quantitatively, the value of information obtained through exploration is evaluated by
finding the difference between the expected costs of the "No Exploration" alternative and
the expected costs of exploring (denoted by the "Imperfect Information" alternative).
This difference is known as the Expected Value of Sample Information (EVSI) and is
defined in Equation 2.1.
Equation 2.1
Expected Value of Sample _ Expected Cost of _ Expected Cost of
Information (EVSI) - "No Exploration" "Imperfect Information"
If the EVSI is positive then one is expected to save the value of the EVSI by exploring.
However, since exploration comes with a cost as well the expected amount saved is
actually the difference between the EVSI and the cost of exploration. If, on the other
hand, the EVSI is less than the cost of exploration then one is expected to lose the
difference between the EVSI and the cost of exploration as a result of exploring. In this
case exploration is not beneficial.
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Decision tree analysis is used to calculate the expected costs of not exploring ("No
Exploration" alternative) and the expected costs of exploring ("Imperfect Information"
alternative). For the preceding example, Figure 2.6 shows the decision tree for the "No
Exploration" alternative.
Figure 2.6: Decision Tree for "No Exploration"
In this example, one has the choice between three construction strategies: S1, S2, and
S3. If one chooses to employ S1, then there is a P1G (obtained from the Prior Probability
Matrix) chance of encountering geologic state 1 G, a P2G chance of encountering geologic
state 2G, and a P3G chance of encountering geologic state 3G. In the case that one
chooses to employ S1 and encounters the geologic state 1G, the corresponding
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E["No Exploration"] = Min(E[Cost S1]), E[Cost S2], E[Cost S3])
Cost of S1 in 1G =
CSlIG
Cost of S in 2G =
CS1,2G
Cost of S1 in 3G =
CS1,3G
Cost of S2 in IG =
CS2,IG
Cost of S2 in 2G =
CS2,2G
Cost of S2 in 3G =
CS2,3G
Cost of S3 in 1G =
CS3,IG
Cost of S3 in 2G =
CS3,2G
Cost of S3 in 3G =
CS3,3G
P[1G] =P1G
E[Cost S1] 
PI
S-1 [3G] =p3G
P[1G] =P1G
E[Cost S2] P[G I
S-2 P2]=p2G
0-% P[322G] =P3G
E[Cost S3] P[1G] =p1G
P[2G] =p2G
P[3G] =p3G
E[Cost S3] =P1G*CS3,1G+P2G*CS3,2G+P3G*CS3,3G
construction cost is given by CS1,1G (obtained from the Construction Cost Matrix). In the
case that one chooses to employ S1 and encounters geologic state 2G, the
corresponding cost is given by CS1,2G, and so on. The expected cost of employing S1 is
then given by Equation 2.2:
Equation 2.2
E[Cost S1] = PIG * CS1,1G +P 2G *CS1,2G + P3G * CS1,3G
The expected costs of employing strategies S2 and S3 can be calculated in a similar
manner. These expected costs are evaluated as shown in Figure 2.6. The expected
cost of "No Exploration" is then the minimum of E[Cost SI], E[Cost S2], and E[Cost S3].
By identifying the minimum expected construction costs, the corresponding strategy is
the least costly in the section and is likely to be employed based on the available
information prior to exploration.
The tree for the "Imperfect Information" alternative is shown in Figure 2.7. In this case,
one makes decisions based on the exploration results. The exploration results will
indicate the existence of either one of the three geologic states in the section. They will
either indicate that geologic state 1 G, or that geologic state 2G, or that geologic state 3G
exists in the section (based on the assumption that no two geologic states can coexist in
a given section). The probability that the exploration results indicate any one of the
three geologic states is obtained from the Total Probability Theorem. Equation 2.3
shows this for the exploration results indicating 1 G:
Equation 2.3
P[Indicates 1 G] = P[lndicates 1 G 11 G] * P[I G] + P[Indicates 1 G |2G]* P[2G] +
P[Indicates 1 G |3G] * P[3G]
P[lndicates 1G|1G] is the probability that the exploration results indicate 1G given that
the actual geologic state is 1G, and P[lndicates 1G|2G] is the probability that the
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exploration results indicate 1G given that the actual geologic is 2G, etc. These values
are obtained from the Reliability Matrix (Figure 2.5). For example, P[Indicates 1Gl1G]
corresponds to P1G,1G in the Reliability Matrix, and P[Indicates 1G|2G] corresponds to
P1G,2G in the reliability matrix etc. The probability that the exploration results indicate 2G
and 3G can be calculated in a similar manner.
21
r-Lu
C 11
C12
uSL 0 Ij = P[1G I Indicates 1G]
'[1G Ind IG]]+C12P[2G I Indicates 1G]+ n G
P[3G | Indicates 1G]
Node 1 P[2G I Indicates 1G =
P[3G | Indicates 1G]
P[1G I Indicates IG] =
P[Indicates 1G] S2 P[2G I Indicates 2G =
Node 2 P[3G | Indicates 1G] =
S3 P[1G | Indicates 1G] =No <
P[2G I Indicates 2G =G
P[3G I Indicates 2G] =
P[1G I Indicates 2G] =
10 <
P[2G | Indicates 2G]L=
S1 P[3G I Indicates 2G]=
P[1G IIndicates 2G] =
10 <
P[Indicate 2G] S2 P[2G I Indicates 2G1=
P[3G|IIndicates 2G] =
S3 0 .
P[1G I Indicates 2G] =
P[2G I Indicates 2G ;=-<
P[3G | Indicates 2G] =
E[Cost "Imperfect Information"] =
P[Indicates 1G]*(Min(E[Cost SI], E[Cost S2], E[Cost S3])+P[Indicates 2G]Min(E[Co
E[Cost S2], E[Cost S3])
Cost S1 in 1G
= C11
Cost S1 in 2G
= C12
Cost S1 in 3G
= C13
Cost S2 in 1G
= C21
Cost S2 in 2G
= C 22
Cost S2 in 3G
= C23
Cost S3 in 1G
= C31
Cost S3 in 2G
= C32
Cost S3 in 3G
= C 33
Cost S1 in 1G
= C11
Cost S1 in 2G
= C12
Cost S1 in 3G
= C13
Cost S2 in 1G
= C21
Cost S2 in 2G
= C22
Cost S2 in 3G
= C23
Cost S3 in 1G
= C31
Cost S3 in 2G
= C32
Cost S3 in 3G
= C33
t S1],
Figure 2.7: Decision Tree for "Imperfect Information"
The probabilities at the end of the tree are known as the posterior probabilities. These
posterior probabilities are calculated using Bayes' theorem as shown in Equation 2.4
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(where i represents the true geologic state, and j represents the geologic state indicated
by the exploration results):
Equation 2.4:
P[iG I Exploration Indicates jG] = P[Exploration Indicates jG I iG]P[iG] Reliability MatrixP[Exploration Indicates jG] Total Probability
These are the probabilities of actually finding each of the geologic states in the section
given that the exploration results indicate the presence of a geologic state. Solving the
tree is then analogous to that for "No Exploration," as shown in Figure 2.7. Finally the
expected cost of "Imperfect Information" is calculated as follows:
Equation 2.5
E[Cost "Imperfect Information"] =
P[lndicates 1G]*Min(E[Cost S1],E[Cost S21,E[Cost S3])+P[Indicates 2G]*Min(E[Cost S1],
E[Cost S2], E[Cost S3]) +P[lndicates 3G]*Min(E[Cost S1], E[Cost S2], E[Cost S3])
The EVSI (Equation 2.1) can then be used to determine whether exploration is
beneficial. If the EVSI is greater than the cost of exploration then exploring is expected
to be beneficial with expected savings equal to the difference between the EVSI and the
cost of exploration. If on the other hand the EVSI is less than the cost of exploration
then exploring is not expected to be beneficial with expected losses equaling the
difference between the EVSI and the cost of exploration.
Table 2.1 summarizes the aspects of the deterministic phase for the tunnel exploration
problem.
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Table 2.1: Deterministic Phase Characteristics for Tunnel Exploration
Decision Problem Determine:
1. If exploration is beneficial, and if so,
2. Where along the tunnel alignment
should one explore
Alternatives 1. Explore
2. Don't Explore
Outcomes 1. Expected Value of Sample
Information (EVSI)
Decision Input Variables 1. Exploration Cost
2. Prior Probabilities
3. Exploration Reliability
4. Construction Strategy Costs
5. Geologic States
Relationship between Variables Decision Tree Analysis
Value of Outcomes Expected Costs
Source: Einstein et al (1978)
In the next section, a numerical example for a single section tunnel is presented.
2.3.2 APPLICATION EXAMPLE 1 (SINGLE SECTION TUNNEL)
Consider the proposed single section tunnel alignment of length 500 ft depicted in Figure
2.8. There are 2 possible geologic states: 1. 1 G: Glacial, and 2. 2G: Non-Glacial Fluvial.
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A: Start of B: End of
Tunnel Tunnel
Tunnel Alignment
L = 500 ft
1G Glacial
W NG fluvial
Figure 2.8: Proposed Single Section Tunnel Alignment
Geologists'/engineers' assessments indicate that there is a probability of 0.6 that the true
geologic state in the section is 1 G, and therefore a probability of 0.4 that the true
geologic state in the section is 2G. This is summarized in the Prior Probability Matrix
shown in Figure 2.9. The two considered construction strategies for this tunnel are: 1.
SI: Slurry Shield, and 2. S2: EPB machine. The costs (per ft) of employing S1 and S2 in
geologic states 1G and 2G are summarized in the Construction Cost Matrix shown in
Figure 2.9. The reliability of the exploration method used is also summarized in Figure
2.9 in the Reliability Matrix.
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1G 2G
Pr ior Probability Matrix = [0.6 0.4]
1G 2G
Construction Cost Matrix = Slurry Shield $600 $3,200
EPB [$1,200 $2,000]
Exploration Indicates
1G 2G
Reliability Matrix = True State IG[0.9 0.11
2G 0.1 0.9
Figure 2.9: Prior Probability, Construction Cost, and Reliability Matrices
The decision tree for "No Exploration" is shown in Figure 2.10. Prior to exploration, the
expected cost of employing strategy S1 is $1,640/ft and the expected cost of using
strategy S2 is $1,520/ft in the section (calculations are shown in Figure 2.10). One
therefore decides to use the cheaper strategy S2 since S2 is expected to be $120/ft
cheaper than using strategy S1 in the section.
E[Cost S1] = 0.6*600 + 0.4*3,200
=$1,640/ft P[1G] 0.6 $600
E[Cost "No Exploration"]= S1
Min(E[Cost S1], E[Cost S2]) $3,200
= $1,520/ft
P[IG] = 0.6 $1,200
S2
E[Cost S2] = 0.6*1,200 + 0.4*2,000 ...-- P[2G] = 0.4 $2,000
= $1,520/ft
Figure 2.10: Decision Tree for "No Exploration" (Application Example 1)
The decision tree for "Imperfect Information" is shown in Figure 2.11.
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E[Cost S1 I Indicates 1 G]=
0.93*$600 + 0.069*$3,200= $778/ft P[lGjIndicates 1G] $6000.93
E[Cost S21 Indicates 1G]=
0.93*$1,200 + 0.069*$2,000= $1,254/ft P[2Glindicates 1G] $3,200
0.069
$778 P[1G|Indicates 1G]
0.93 $1,200
E["Imperfect [Indicates IG]=
Information"]= 0.58 P[2GIndicates IG] $2,000
$1,245/ft 0.069
P[1GlIndicates 2G] $600
P[lndicates 2G]= 0.14
0.42
S1 P[2GlIndicates 2G] $3,200
0.86
$1, 888
P[1Glindicates 2G] $1,200
E[Cost S11 Indicates 1G]= S 01
0.14*$6,000 + 0.86*$32,000= $28,360/ft
$2,000
P[2GIlndicates 2G]
0.86
E[Cost S21 Indicates 2G]=
0.14*$12,00 + 0.86*$2,000= $1,888/ft
Figure 2.11: Decision Tree for "Imperfect Information" (Application Example 1)
The probability that exploration indicates 1G or 2G can be calculated using the Total
Probability Theorem as follows:
P[Indicates 1 G] = P[Indicates 1 G 11 G] * P[1 G] + P[Indicates 1 G I 2G] * P[2G] = 0.9 * 0.6 + 0.1* 0.4
= 0.58
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P[Indicates 2G] = P[Indicates 2G I1G] * P[1G]+ P[Indicates 2G 12G] * P[2G] = 0.1* 0.6 + 0.9 * 0.4
= 0.42
Posterior probabilities (probabilities of encountering the true geologic state given that the
exploration results indicate the same or another geologic state) are calculated using
Bayes' Theorem as follows:
P[1GIndicates 1 G] = P[Indicates 1G|1G] * P[1G] 0.9 * 0.6P[Indicates 1 G] 0.58
= 0.93
P[2G|Indicates 1G] = P[Indicates 1 G 12G] * P[2G] 0.1 * 0.4P[lndicates 1 G] 0.58
= 0.069
(Note: as a check these two values have to add up to one).
P[1G|Indicates 2G] =P[Indicates 2Gl1G]*P[1G] 0.1*0.6P[Indicates 2G] 0.42
=0.14
P[2G Indicates 2G] =P[Indicates 2G I 2G] * P[2G] 0.9 * 0.4P[lndicates 2G] 0.42
= 0.86
(Note: as a check these two values have to add up to one).
The decision tree is then solved in an analogous manner to the "No Exploration"
alternative. The expected cost of "Imperfect Information" is $1,245/ft.
Recalling that the EVSI for the section is given by,
Expected Value of Sample _ Expected Cost of - Expected Cost of
Information (EVS)~ "No Exploration" "Imperfect Information"
the EVSI for this single section tunnel is then:
EVSI = $1,520/ft - $1,245/ft = $2751ft
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Prior to including the cost of exploration, it follows that as a result of exploring further the
total expected savings for the 500 ft single section tunnel would be $137,500
(500ft*$275/ft). Assume that the cost of exploration amounts to $100,000. The savings
would then be $37,500 (Total Savings due to Exploration - Cost of Exploration). Based
on this initial deterministic analysis exploration is expected to be beneficial in this
section.
SENSITIVITY ANALYSES
Sensitivity analyses allow one to determine the influence of the input parameters on the
EVSI and therefore on the decisions of whether exploration will be beneficial and of the
optimal location of exploration along the tunnel's alignment. The parameters that do not
have much influence can then be left constant for the rest of the analyses.
CONSTRUCTION COST MATRIX
Consider the Construction Cost Matrix in Figure 2.9. The construction costs for the two
construction strategies (S-1 and S-2) in the different geologic states (1 G and 2G) are
varied independently, and so sensitivity analyses on each parameter is performed while
holding the others constant. This is a one parameter sensitivity analysis, as all other
input parameters are held constant. The results are shown in Figure 2.12.
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$250,000
SI in IG S2 in 1G
$200,000-
d(EVSI)/d(S2 in 1G) (EVSI)/d(S2 in 1 G)=
d(EVSI)d(Slin 1G)= $270 -$30 S2 in 2G SI in 2G$30
$150,000
d(EVSI)/d(S2 in 2G) i n 2G) d(En VSId(S1 in 2G) = $20d(VI)/d(S2 n 2 ~(
$100,000
d(EVSI)/d(S1 in 1G)
$50,000 -
$0
$0 $500 $1,000 $1,500 $2,000 $2,500 $3,000 $3,500 $4,000
Cost of Strategy in Geologic State ($/ft)
Figure 2.12: Sensitivity of EVSI to Construction Costs per Unit Length (Application
Example 1)
As seen in Figure 2.12, the influence of varying the construction costs within a particular
geologic state on the EVSI can be characterized by curves with these three properties:
1. A singular point at which the slope changes abruptly from being positive
to negative.
2. For construction costs lower than those corresponding to the singular
points, an increase in construction costs per unit length results in an
increase in the EVSI (positive slope).
3. For construction costs per unit length higher than those corresponding to
the singular point, an increase in construction costs per unit length results
in a decrease in the EVSI (negative slope).
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Consider, for example, the entry S2 in 1 G of the Construction Cost Matrix ($1,200).
1G 2G
Construction Cost Matrix=SI[$600 $3,200]
S2 $1,200 $2,000
The construction cost of S2 in 1G is varied linearly between $800 and $1600 (keeping all
the other entries constant). The singular point corresponds to a cost of $1,400 (as can
be seen in Figure 2.12). For construction costs below this value, an increase of one
dollar in construction costs yields an increase of $270 in the EVSI. For construction
costs above this value, an increase of one dollar in construction costs yields a decrease
of $30 in the EVSI. This abrupt change occurs because of switching of construction
strategies. For values below that corresponding to the singular point ($1,400),
employing strategy S2 is cheaper than employing strategy S1 in geologic state 1-G. As
the construction cost values for S2 in 1 G are increased exploration becomes
increasingly beneficial (reflected in an increasing EVSI) because the construction costs
of employing S2 becomes comparable to employing strategy S1 in the section.
Increasing the costs of S2 in 1G beyond that corresponding to the singular point
($1,400) makes exploration decreasingly important (decreasing EVSI) because it
becomes increasingly apparent that S1 in 1G is cheaper than S2 in 1G. At the singular
point, the "switch" between S2 and S1 occurs, and the sensitivity analysis on
construction costs beyond this point actually corresponds to the influence of S1 in 1G
(as opposed to the intended S2 in 1G) on the EVSI as indicated by the slopes in Figure
2.12:
d(EVSI) .d(EVSI)(less than its singular point) = - (greater than singular its point)
d(S2in2G) d(Slin2G)
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In other words, beyond the cost corresponding to the singular point of S2 in 1G the
influence of the cost of S1 in 1G on the EVSI is being examined. The same can be said
about S1 and S2 in 2G (see Figure 2.12).
The magnitude of the positive slopes of the lines determines which construction strategy
costs have the most influence on the EVSI. In the example, the ranking of the influence
of the strategy costs in the geologic states on the EVSI is summarized in Table 2.2 (with
1 corresponding to the most influential).
Table 2.2: Influence of Construction Strategy Costs on EVSI (for positive region)
1. S2 in 1G d(EVSI)/d(S2 in 1G) = $270
2. S1 in 2G d(EVSI)/d(S1 in 2G) = $180
3. S1 in 1G d(EVSI)/d(S2 in 1G) = $30
4. S2 in 2G d(EVSI)/d(S2 in 1G) = $20
CONSTRUCTION COST SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS CONCLUSIONS
The above analysis yields the following conclusions:
1) The construction cost of S2 in 1G has the largest influence on the EVSI: a one
dollar change in the cost of S2 in 1G yields a $270 change in the EVSI.
2) The construction costs of S1 in 1G and S2 in 2G have a minimal effect on the
EVSI and will therefore be left constant throughout the rest of the analysis.
3) When conducting sensitivity analyses on the construction costs, only the
positively sloped part of the curve is indicative of their influence on the EVSI.
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4) The maximum possible EVSI is reached when all entries in the Construction Cost
Matrix are equal to the values that correspond to their singular points. The EVSI
is greatest when all the entries assume these values and exploration is therefore
most beneficial at this point.
PRIOR PROBABILITY MATRIX
Performing sensitivity analysis on the prior probability matrix is not straightforward in that
one cannot simply vary one (or more) probability entries of these matrices. This is
because the probabilities are not independent. The sum of the probabilities in each row
of the Prior Probability Matrix must equal to one because these events are mutually
exclusive and collectively exhaustive. Therefore, when performing sensitivity analyses
and one parameter is varied, e.g. P1G, we need to ensure that the second dependent
parameter, P2G in this example, is varied as well. The results of sensitivity analyses for
the P1G entry in the Prior Probability Matrix shown in Figure 2.9 are shown in Figure
2.13.
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$180,000
$160,000
d(EVSI)/d(P[1G]) = $329,153
$140,000
$120,000-
$100,000 ....... =
$80,000
$60,000 d(EVSI)/d(P[1G]) = -$568,892
$40,000 -
$20,000
$0
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2
P[1G]
Figure 2.13: Sensitivity of EVSI to PIG (Application Example 1)
Since the geologic states 1G and 2G cannot coexist in the section one is almost certain
that geologic state 2G exists in the section when PIG is close to zero, and therefore
exploration is not beneficial (reflected in the small EVSI value). At this point,
construction strategy S2 is the cheaper strategy. As PIG is increased, one becomes
increasingly uncertain about whether geologic state 1 G or geologic state 2G exists in the
section and therefore exploration is beneficial for this determination (reflected in the
increasing EVSI). A singular point is reached when one is approximately 70% certain
that geologic state 1G exists in the section. The switching event described in the
previous section occurs again at this point. Beyond this singular point construction
strategy S1 becomes the cheaper strategy. There are therefore two distinct regions in
which sensitivity analysis should be conducted: 1. Probabilities below that corresponding
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to the singular point, and 2. Probabilities above that corresponding to the singular point.
These values are summarized in Table 2.3:
Table 2.3: Sensitivity Results for Prior Probability Matrix
P1G< 0.7 $329,153
0.7<P1G<1 $568,892
PRIOR PROBABILITIES SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS CONCLUSIONS
The above analysis yields the following conclusions:
1) A 0.1 change in the prior probability values yields a change of $32,915.3 in the
EVSI when P1G < 0.7.
2) A 0.1 change in the prior probability values yields a change of $56,889.2 in the
EVSI when 0.7 < P1G <1-
3) When conducting sensitivity analysis on the entries in the Prior Probability Matrix,
the singular point must be determined and the analysis be conducted in the
regions below and above the singular point independently.
4) The EVSI takes on its maximum possible value when P1G is approximately 70%
(at the singular point). Exploration is most beneficial at this value.
RELIABILITY MATRIX
Four scenarios were considered in the sensitivity analysis for the Reliability Matrix
entries: 1. Varying P[lGllndicates 1G] between 0.5 to 1 (completely unreliable to
completely reliable) when P[2G|Indicates 2G] = 1 (completely reliable), 2. Varying
P[2GIlndicates 2G] between 0.5 to 1 when P[lGllndicates 1G] = 1, 3. Varying
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P[lGllndicates 1G] between 0.5 to 1 when P[2G|Indicates 2G] = 0.5 (completely
unreliable), 4. 2. Varying P[2G|Indicates 2G] between 0.5 to 1 when P[lGjlndicates 1G]
= 0.5. The results are summarized in Figure 2.14.
$200,000
$180,000
$160,000 d(EVSI)/d(P[Ind 1G|1G]
$180,000
$140,000
$120,000 - PA GI G] for.
P[lnd 2G12G1 = 1 d(EVSI)/d(P(Ind 2G12G)
$100,000--$4,0
d(EVSI)/d(P[Ind 2G12G])
LU $240,00
$80,000
$60,000 G rPnd2Gd2G] for
Ptlfld IGIIGI =1 P[Ind 2G12G] for
$4,000- Ptlfld IGIIG) 0.
d(EVSI)/d(P[Ind 1GI1G]
= $180,00
$20,000 Pind 111Gj tor
$0 P[Ind 2G12G] = 0.5
0.5 0.55 0.6 0.65 0.7 0.75 0.8 0.85 0.9 0.95 1
Probability Value
Figure 2.14: Sensitivity Analysis for Exploration Reliability (Application Example 1)
Note that the influence of the entries on the EVSI are independent of one another,
reflected by the fact that P[Ind 1G|1G] has the same slope no matter what value P[lnd
2G12G] takes (except for the region when they are both very unreliable 0.5-0.66 in which
case exploration is clearly not beneficial reflected by the small EVSI values). Table 2.4
summarizes the results of the sensitivity analysis:
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Table 2.4: Sensitivity Analysis Results for Reliability Matrix Entries
P[Indicates 2G12G] $240,000
P[Indicates 1GilG] $180,000
EXPLORATION RELIABILITY SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS CONCLUSIONS
The above analysis yields the following conclusions:
1) A 0.1 change in the Reliability Matrix entries yields a change of $24,000 for
P[lndicates 2G12G] and a change of $18,000 for P[lndicates 1GilG].
2) The effects of entries indicating a geologic state on the EVSl are independent of
the entries indicating other geologic states in the matrix.
3) When one entry is reliable and the other is completely unreliable(P[lnd iGjG] =
0.5), exploration may still be beneficial (see Figure 2.14).
4) When both entries are unreliable (0.5 - 0.66 in this case) exploration is never
beneficial.
5) Exploration is most beneficial when the exploration results are completely
reliable.
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS FOR SENSITIVITY ANALYSES
The following general remarks can be concluded based on the sensitivity analysis for
this example:
1) The entries in the Prior Probability Matrix seem to have the most influence on the
EVSI (for small uncertainties in the Construction Cost Matrix).
2) The entries in the Reliability Matrix seem to have a significant influence on the
EVSI.
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3) The collection of further information should be concentrated on information
leading to a better prediction of the subsurface geologic states.
4) Exploration is most beneficial when the EVSI is a maximum. The maximum
possible value of EVSI occurs when the entries in the Construction Cost Matrix
correspond to those indicated by their singular points, and the entries in the Prior
Probability Matrix correspond to those indicated by their singular point, and when
the exploration methods used are completely reliable. Intuitively, these findings
make sense.
2.3.3 PROBABILISTIC PHASE
Uncertainty in the input variables is introduced in the Probabilistic Phase. The entries in
the Prior Probability Matrix, the Construction Cost Matrix, and the Reliability Matrix are
now assumed to be random variables with assigned probability distributions
characterized by their respective parameters (mean, variance, etc.). The decision-tree
model relating the input variables to the decision-driving outcomes derived in the
Deterministic Phase remains the same for the Probabilistic Phase. Outcomes in the
Probabilistic Phase are therefore in the form of probability distributions.
In practice, Monte Carlo techniques can be used to simulate the generation of
probabilistic distributions and relate them to outcomes through a model.
The EVSI for each tunnel section then becomes a function of random variables that can
be approximated by a normal distribution characterized by a mean and standard
deviation (as per the Central Limit Theorem). In the deterministic phase, prior to
considering uncertainties in the input parameters, exploration in a given section was
deemed beneficial if the EVSI was greater than the cost of exploration in that section.
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After the incorporation of uncertainty in the input parameters simulation may yield values
of EVSI that are less than the cost of exploration and other values of EVSI that are
greater than the cost of exploration in the same section, as shown in Figure 2.15. The
decision-maker may not want to accept the assertion that exploration is beneficial unless
and until simulation provides strong support for this assertion. Probabilities indicating
the likelihood of exploration being beneficial can be determined by the area under the
normal curve as shown in Figure 2.15.
EVSI for Section 1
Cost of Exploration --
i P[No Exploration --- -~-- P[Exploration is
is Beneficial] -Beneficial]
EVSI
Figure 2.15: EVSI for Section
It is then up to the decision-maker to determine the desired level-of confidence before
taking the decision to explore depending on his risk-attitude. EVSI of a particular section
is assumed to be a normal distribution with a known mean and variance, that is to say
EVSI ~ N(X, 02). The Z-statistic is used to measure the distance between the mean
value of the EVSI and the cost of exploration. This is given in Equation 2.6:
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Equation 2.6
Z =X-oS
X - Mean of EVSI distribution (obtained through simulation)
po - Cost of Exploration
S - Standard deviation of EVSI distribution (obtained through simulation)
The standardized variable Z reflects the distance between X and po in "standard
deviations units." Larger positive values of Z (small S or/and large (X - po)) indicate that
exploration is beneficial. The decision-maker could then specify the level of Z at which
he feels confident enough that exploration would be beneficial.
2.3.3.1 POSSIBLE DECISION ERRORS AND THEIR CONSEQUENCES
Choosing confidence levels by which the decision-maker feels confident that exploration
would be beneficial (or not) depends on an understanding of the errors and their
consequences that he may inadvertently face when taking certain decisions. There are
in essence two main possible types of errors in exploration planning. The first type of
error occurs when the decision-maker decides to explore when in reality he was better
off not exploring at all; while the second type of error occurs when the decision-maker
decides not to explore when in reality he was better off exploring. If through exploration,
the expected construction costs are not less than those expected prior to exploration
then exploring further was unnecessary.
Consider for example a 2-section tunnel with 2 possible alternative construction
strategies: 1. S1, and 2. S2. Prior to exploration, employing S1 in the first section
followed by S2 in the second section is expected to yield the cheapest construction
costs. Assume further that exploration is most beneficial in section 2. There are now 2
scenarios that could occur after exploring in section 2:
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1) Exploration shows that employing S1 in section 1 followed by S2 in section
2 is the expected cheapest strategy (same as "No Exploration" alternative).
2) Exploration shows that employing S1 in section 1 followed by S1 in section
2 is the expected cheapest strategy (different from the "No Exploration"
alternative).
In the first scenario, exploration did not lead to a reduction in the construction costs
when compared to the "No Exploration" alternative, and the decision-maker was in
retrospect better off not exploring at all. In fact, by exploring, the decision-maker lost the
cost of exploration in the process. In the second scenario, exploration is expected to
save the cost of switching from strategy S2 to strategy S1, because if one does not
explore, one would eventually realize that employing S1 is cheaper than S2 in section 2
and may switch to S1 then.
Another type of error lies in the reliability of the exploration methods used. Consider the
second scenario in which exploration showed that employing S1 in section 1 followed by
S1 in section 2 is the cheaper strategy. Since the exploration methods employed are not
completely reliable, in reality, employing S1 in section 1 followed by S2 in section 2 may
still be the cheapest strategy even after exploring. In this case, the decision to explore
would yield expected losses that amount to the cost of exploration plus the cost of
switching from construction strategy S1 to construction strategy S2. These risks are
inherent in the problem and alleviating them is practically impossible. However, they can
be assessed through probabilistic analyses. In the next section probabilistic analysis will
be applied to Application Example 1.
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2.3.4 APPLICATION EXAMPLE 1 (REVISITED)
Application example 1 assumed the values depicted in Figure 2.16 for the Prior
Probability Matrix, the Construction Cost Matrix, and the Reliability Matrix. The EVSI
was determined to be $137,500 and therefore exploration was beneficial and expected
to yield an expected savings of $37,500 ($137,500 - Cost of Exploration = $100,000)
after considering the cost of exploration.
1G 2G
Prior Probability Matrix = [0.6 0.4]
1G 2G
EPB Machine F$600 $3,200]Construction Cost Matrix = IEPB Machine with Dewatering L$1 ,20 0 $2,000]
Exploration Indicates
1G 2G
Reliability Matrix = True State IG[p.9 0.112G [0.1 0.9]
Figure 2.16: Input Parameters for Application Example I
One way to incorporate uncertainty on subjectively assigned probabilities is to specify a
range of possible values, and assume a uniform distribution. Let X be a random variable
that takes values between a and b according to a uniform distribution: X - U(a,b). The
probability density function of X is given by:
Equation 2.7
a<X<b
fX(x)= (b-a)
0; everywhere else
The cumulative distribution function of X is given by integrating fx(x):
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Equation 2.8
x-a ; a<X<b
FX(x)= (b-a)
10; everywhere else
Figure 2.17(a) shows the probability density function of X and Figure 2.17(b) shows the
cumulative distribution function of X.
fx(x) FX(x) AL
1 .-----------------------
(b - a)
a (a+b) b X a b X
2
Figure 2.17(a) Probability Density Function of Figure 2.17(b) Cumulative Distribution
X Function of X
The expected value and variance of X are given by Equation 2.9:
Equation 2.9
E[X] = (a+ b)
2
Var[X] = 1 (b - a)2
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INPUT PARAMETERS HAVING UNIFORM DISTRIBUTIONS
The effects on the EVSI of varying the input parameters according to uniform
distributions are first considered. As a first step, probabilistic analysis is run on all three
of the input parameters simultaneously. If the corresponding EVSI distribution clearly
indicates that exploration is beneficial (or not) then further analysis of the individual input
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parameters is not necessary. On the other hand, if the resulting EVSI distribution
indicates an indecisive decision as to whether exploration is beneficial in the section,
then each of the input parameters should be analyzed separately to determine which
one has the most influence on the EVSI values.
A 20% error in the initial cost estimates is assumed. Consequently, each element in the
Construction Cost matrix is a uniformly distributed random variable with a minimum
value that is 20% less than the value estimated in the deterministic phase and a
maximum value that is 20% more than the value estimated in the deterministic phase.
This is summarized in Equation 2.10:
Equation 2.10:
Cost of S1 in 1G- U($480,$720)
Cost of S1 in 2G - U($2,560,$3,840)
Cost of S2 in 1 G - U($960,$1,440)
Cost of S2 in 2G - U($1,600,$2,400)
The exploration method employed was assumed to be correct with a probability of 90%
in the deterministic phase. That is to say that the method is expected to detect the true
geologic state 90% of the time. In the probabilistic phase, the exploration method is
assumed to be correct with a probability anywhere between 80% and 90% according to
a uniform distribution.
Initial information predicting the true geologic states is now assumed to be completely
unreliable, that is to say that there is a 50% chance of finding either geologic state 1-G
or geologic state 2-G in the section. The entries of each of the Construction Cost Matrix,
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the Reliability Matrix, and the Prior Probability Matrix for the probabilistic phase are
summarized in Figure 2.18.
1G 2G
Pr ior Probability Matrix = [0.5 0.5]
1G 2G
Construction Cost Matrix = SiU - ($480,$720) U - ($2,560,$3,840)S2 U - ($960,$1,440) U - ($1,600,$2,400)]
Exploration Indicates
1G 2G
Re.liability Matrix = True State 1G [ U - (0.8,0.9) 1- [U - (0.8,0.9)]]
2G Li - [U - (0.8,0.9)] 1- [U - (0.8,0.9)]]
Figure 2.18: Input Parameters for Probabilistic Phase
Based on the values and distributions in Figure 2.18, Monte-Carlo simulations for 10,000
trials resulted in a normally distributed EVSI distribution with a mean of $172,000 and a
standard deviation $68,000 as shown in Figure 2.19. The Z-value suggests that the
EVSI distribution is 1.05 standard deviations away from the cost of exploration
($100,000). The positive Z-value sign indicates that the EVSI is likely to be greater than
the cost of exploration. A value of 1.05 indicates that there is an approximately 85%
(85.08 % to be exact) chance that the EVSI is greater than the cost of exploration and
therefore an approximately 85% chance that exploration will be beneficial.
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Figure 2.19: EVSI Distribution [All Input Parameters Uniform Distributions]
It is therefore not so clear whether exploration is beneficial in the section. If one
explores then there is an approximately 15% chance that exploration would not be
beneficial in which case he is expected to lose $100,000 (cost of exploring). If on the
other hand one does not explore then there is an approximately 85% chance that one
will lose on potential savings that could amount to approximately $300,000 (maximum
value of EVSI - Cost of Exploration). One is expected to lose $71,500 in savings (mean
value of EVSI - Cost of Exploration) by not exploring.
Therefore, based on the results of the probabilistic analyses, one can set acceptance (or
hazard) criteria. One such criterion can be the probability that exploration is beneficial
(denoted by the area under the curve to the right of the cost of exploration). If the
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computed probability that exploration is less than the desired criteria then the decision is
made to collect more information. By collecting more information the uncertainty in the
input parameters is reduced leading to a reduction in the EVSI uncertainty. This in turn
leads to an increase in the probability that exploration will be beneficial.
As determined by the sensitivity analysis, one should gather more information on the
prior probability values and/or reliability methods employed as they influence the EVSI
more than the construction costs.
2.4 MULTIPLE-SECTION TUNNEL
In this section, the model is extended to include multiple-section tunnels. This will be
done through an example considering a 2000-ft tunnel, 5 geologic states, 5 sections,
and 2 construction strategies.
2.4.1 ASSUMPTIONS
When considering multiple-section tunnels, the assumption is made here that the tunnel
sections are geologically distinct enough so that exploration in any section i does not
affect decisions on exploration in section j, i.e. one assumes statistical independence of
the different tunnel sections. In this manner, the methodology for the single-section
tunnel outlined in previous sections can now be applied to each section of the multiple-
section tunnel independently, resulting in a hierarchy of EVSI values for all the sections
of the tunnel. It should be kept in mind that the aim of the model presented in this thesis
is to determine one location along the tunnel's alignment in which exploration is
expected to be most beneficial. This corresponds to the section that yields the highest
EVSI.
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The assumption that the sections are geologically distinct enough so that exploration in
any section i does not affect decisions on exploration in section j has some
disadvantages. In reality, the construction cost is not only dependent on the geologic
conditions in a given section, but also on the conditions in previous and possibly later
sections of the tunnel. It is therefore not sufficient to analyze the value of exploration on
a simple section by section basis; it must be done on an entire tunnel basis. Exploring in
one section may therefore influence the choice of construction strategies in other
sections of the tunnel because of transition costs from one construction to another (refer
to Appendix C for a more detailed explanation).
2.4.2 APPLICATION EXAMPLE 2 (MULTIPLE-SECTION TUNNEL)
Consider the geologic profile showing the proposed tunnel alignment in Figure 2.20.
The alignment has been segmented into five different sections with lengths shown in
Figure 2.20. The profile shows the most-likely existing geologic state (denoted by 1 G -
5G) in each of the five sections.
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L1=400ft L2=400 ft l= 400 ft 1.4| L=700ft
Geologic States:
1G 3G 5
2G 4G
Figure 2.20: Geologic Profile Showing the Proposed Tunnel Alignment (Application
Example 2)
The entries in each of the Prior Probability, Construction Cost, and Exploration Reliability
matrices are summarized in Figure 2.21.
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Section
1 2 3
1G 0.7
2G 0.1
Prior Probability Matrix = True Geologic State 3G 0.05
4G 0.05
5G 0.1
1G
S1[ 1000Construction Cost Matrix = Construction Strategy S2 [1000
0.1 0.05 0 0
0.6 0.05 0.2 0
0.2 0.5 0.8 0
0.05 0.2 0 0.1
0.05 0.2 0 0.9]
Geologic State
2G 3G 4G 5G
1500 3000 2000 12001
2000 1000 1000 5000
Exploration Indicates
1G 2G 3G 4G 5G
1G 0.9 0 0 0 0.1
2G 0 0.9 0 0 0.1
Reliability Matrix = True Geologic State 3G 0.05 0 0.6 0.1 0.25
4G 0 0 0 0.8 0.2
5G 0.05 0.1 0.4 0.1 0.35_
Figure 2.21: Input Parameter Values (Application Example 2)
Applying the procedure outlined for a single-section tunnel to each of the five sections
independently results in expected costs for the "No Exploration," and "Imperfect
Information" alternatives. These are summarized in Figure 2.22.
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4 5
E[(No Exploration)]
E[(Imperfect Information)]
2
Figure 2.22: Expected Costs of "No Exploration"
Application Example 2
and "Imperfect Information" for
The EVSI for each section can then be computed by using Equation 2.1. These are
summarized in Figure 2.23.
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Figure 2.23: EVSI by Section for Application Example 2
One can conclude from the results in Figure 2.23 that exploring in section 3 is expected
to yield the largest savings equaling to approximately $430/ft. Note that exploring in
section 5 is not beneficial at all even prior to including the cost of exploration.
In chapter 3, numerical techniques for implementing the model efficiently will be
presented.
2.5 OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
2.5.1. TRANSITION COSTS
An important aspect that has been omitted so far in the development of the model is the
economic impact of changing from one construction strategy to another. Though this is
beyond the scope of this thesis, this section attempts to formulate the problem in the
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context of exploration planning. By definition, exploration is beneficial if and only if it
ultimately leads to a reduction in the total construction costs when compared to the "No
Exploration" alternative. This reduction can only be achieved if exploration leads one to
employ construction strategies that are different and cheaper than those one would have
used prior to exploration. However, the transition costs from one construction strategy to
another have not been included in the model. Changing from one construction method
to another may have significant impacts on the construction costs. The incorporation of
these impacts has been discussed extensively by Kim, Einstein, and Logcher (1985) and
by loannou (1987).
In essence, the aim of exploration planning is to maximize the value of EVSI by
minimizing the expected total costs plus the cost of exploration. If one incorporates the
impact of changing from one construction strategy to another, the EVSI is evaluated as:
Equation 2.11:
EVSI = E[(No Exploration)] - E[(Imperfect Info.)] - E[(Transitions)] - E[(Exploration)],
A
and the aim of exploration planning becomes the maximization of the EVSI by
minimizing E[(Imperfect Info.)]+E[(Transitions)]+E[(Exploration)] (denoted by A in
Equation 2.1). The E[(Imperfect Info.)] is the expected construction costs after exploring
and is calculated as described previously; the E[(Exploration)] is the expected cost of
exploration which is either deterministic or inferred from statistical data on the
exploration's performance in the assumed geologic states; and the E[(Transitions)] is the
expected cost of changing construction strategies during construction. In the literature,
Kim, Einstein, and Logcher (1985) use dynamic programming to predict the expected
transition costs whereas Einstein and Haas (2002) use Markov Processes to model the
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expected geologic profile through which one can determine the expected transition
costs. Appendix C suggests a method for calculating E[(Transitions)] in the context of
exploration planning.
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CHAPTER 3
DECISION ANALYSIS for TUNNEL EXPLORATION: NUMERICAL
TECHNIQUES
This chapter first outlines numerical techniques for efficiently implementing the model
presented in Chapter 2 in a programming package. The second part of the chapter
serves as a manual to DATE, an application developed in Visual Basic for Applications
(VBA) that implements the model for a generic tunnel. VBA is a programming language
which can be found in Excel. It is a variation of the Visual Basic programming package
that allows the direct interaction between Excel's spreadsheet environment and code
developed in Visual Basic.
3.1 MATRIX SOLUTION for DECISION TREES
In Chapter 2, the decision trees were solved in a scalar manner by finding the values of
the tree nodes one after the other for each section. This is clearly computationally
inefficient from a programming point of view. A matrix solution is presented in this
chapter. It is much more efficient computationally especially when considering tunnels
with a large number of sections, geologic states, and construction methods. The need
for an efficient solution becomes particularly apparent when performing probabilistic
Monte-Carlo analyses that require solving the decision trees several thousand times. In
fact, the computation time is reduced exponentially as the numbers of geologic states,
sections, and construction methods increase.
The input parameters for the model defined in Chapter 2 are: 1. The Prior Probability
Matrix, P, 2. The Construction Cost Matrix, C, and 3. The Reliability Matrix, R. As
defined in Chapter 2, P is an (s x g)-sized matrix, where s is the number of sections, and
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g is the number of geologies; C is a (c x g)-sized matrix, where c is the number of
construction strategies; and R is a (g x g)-sized matrix.
A tunnel with 3 sections (Sec. 1, Sec. 2, and Sec. 3), 3 geologic states (1G, 2G, and
3G), and 3 construction strategies (S1, S2, and S3) will be used as an example to show
the procedure. Figure 3.1 shows the input parameters for such a tunnel:
1G 2G 3G
Sec.1 P1,1G P1,2G P1,3G
P = Sec.2 P2,1G P2,2G P2,3G
Sec.3 P3,1G P3,2G P3,3G j
where PiJG is the prior probability of geologic state j in section i.
1G 2G 3G
S1 CS 1,1G 0 S1,2G CS1,3G
C= S2 CS 2,1G 0S2,2G 0S2,3G
S3 CS 3,1G CS 3,2G CS 3,3G_
where CSijG is the cost of construction strategy i in geologic state j.
Exploration Indicates
1G 2G 3G
1G P1G,1G P2G,1G P3G,1G
R = True Geologic State 2G P1G,2G P2G,2G P3G,2G
3G P1G,3G P2G,3G P3G,3G]
here PiGjG is the probability that exploration results indicate geologic state i, given the t
the true geologic state isj.
Figure 3.1: Input Parameters
3.1.1 DECISION TREE for "NO EXPLORATION"
The decision tree for the "No Exploration" alternative is shown in Figure 3.2.
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in
in
3G
1G
Cost of S1 in IG
Cost of SI in 2G
Cost of S1
Cost of S2
E[Cost S-1] P1]
P[2G]
S-1 P[3G]
E[Cost S-2] P[IG]
S-2 P[2G]
S-3
E[Cost S-3] P[1G]
P[2G]
P[3G]
in 3G
in IG
Cost of S3 in 2G
Cost of S3 in 3G
Figure 3.2: Decision Tree for No Exploration
The tree is solved by multiplying the Construction Cost Matrix with the transpose of the
Prior Probability Matrix. The result is a (c x s)-sized matrix as shown in Figure 3.3:
Cost of S2
Cost of S3
Sec. 1
S1 E[CostS1]
CxPT = Strategy S2 E[CostS2]
S3 [E[CostS3]
E[No
Exploration
Section 11 =
Sec. 2
E[CostS1]
E[CostS2] E
E[CostS3] E
E[No
Exploration
Section 2] =
Sec. 3
E[CostSl]
[CostS2]
[CostS3]
E[No
Exploration
Section 3] =
Figure 3.3: Matrix Solution for the "No Exploration" Alternative
The entries in each column of the matrix correspond to the expected costs of the
construction strategies in the indicated section. The expected cost of "No Exploration" in
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Cost of S2 in 2G
a given section is therefore the minimum value in the columns of the matrix
corresponding to that section. The construction strategy that yields this minimum is the
expected cheapest construction strategy in that tunnel section. The tree for "No
Exploration" is therefore completely solved.
This solution can be implemented easily in any programming package. The code for
solving the "No Exploration" tree using the matrix method on Visual Basic for
Applications (VBA) can be found in Appendix A (A.1).
3.1.2 DECISION TREE for IMPERFECT INFORMATION
The decision tree for Imperfect Information is partially shown in Figure 3.4 (the branch
corresponding to P[Indicates 3G] has been omitted to save space, but the procedure is
the same):
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P[1G I Indicates 1G] Cost S1 in 1G
Node 1
P[2G I Indicates IGI Cost S1 in 2G
s1 P[3G I Indicates 1G]s 0. Cost S1 in 3G
P[1G I Indicates I1G]=
Node 10 Node 2 0 Cost S2 in IG
P[Indicates IG] S2 P[2G I Indicates 1G Cost S2 in 2G
S3 PCost S2 in 3G
P[G I Indicates 1G]
01< Cost S3 in 1G
Node 3 P[2G I Indicates IG; . Cost S3 in 2G
P[3G I Indicates 1G] Cost S3 in 3G
P[IG I Indicates 2G] Cost S1 in IG
Node
P[2G I Indicates 2G Cost SI in 2G
P[3G I Indicates 2G] a- Cost S1 in 3G
P[[G I Indicates 2G]
P[ndca 2] Node 11 S2Node 5 P GI4dc Cost 
S2 in 1G
Cost S2 in 2G
S3 P[3G I Indicates 2G] p Cost S2 in 3G
P[1G I Indicates 2G]
Cost S3 in 1G
Node P 2G I Indicates 2G Cost S3 in 2G
P[Indicates 4G]
P[3G I Indicates 2G] 0 Cost S3 in 3G
Figure 3.4: Decision Tree for "Imperfect Information"
First, the Total Probability Theorem is used to find the values for the left-most branches
(P[lndicates 1G], P[lndicates 2G], P[Indicates 3G]) in each section. This can be done by
multiplying the transpose of the Reliability Matrix with the transpose of the Prior
Probability Matrix. The result is a (g x s)-sized matrix shown in Figure 3.5:
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Sec. 1 Sec. 2 Sec. 3
P[Indicates1G] P1G|Sec1 P1G|Sec2 E1G|Sec3
R =P[Indicates2G] P2GISecI 2GISec2 2GlSec3
P[Indicates3G] P3GISec1 3GISec2 23GISec3_
Figure 3.5: Left-Most Branches of the Tree for the "Exploration" Alternative
The entries in the resulting matrix are the results of the Total Probability Theorem and
correspond to the values of the left-most branches of the "Exploration" alternative tree
(P[Indicates 1G], P[Indicates 2G], P[Indicates 3G]) for the sections indicated in the
matrix columns. The VBA code for doing this can be found in Appendix A (A.2).
Next, Bayes' Theorem is used to calculate the right-most branches (posterior
probabilities) in the tree. Three nested For-loops allow for this computation. The VBA
code for doing this can be found in Appendix A (A.3). The values can be presented in a
([g x g] x s)-sized matrix as shown in Figure 3.6:
Figure 3.6: Posterior Probabilities Matrix
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Sec. 1 Sec. 2 Sec. 3
1lG|lnd1G P1G|lnd1G P1Gllnd1G.
P2GIlnd1G P2GIlnd1G P2GInd1G
P3GInd1G P3G|Ind1G P3GIlnd1G
P1GlInd2G E1GIlnd2G E1GIlnd2G
Bayes'Re suIt = P2GIlnd2G P2GIlnd2G P2GInd2G
P3GIlnd2G P3GlInd2G P3GIlnd2G
P1GIlnd3G E1GIlnd3G E1GIlnd3G
P2GIlnd3G P2GIlnd3G P2GjInd3G
_ 3GIlnd3G P3GlInd3G P3GIlnd3G
The entries correspond to the posterior probabilities which are the values of the right-
most branch of the "Imperfect Information" tree for each section indicated by the matrix
columns.
Next a ([g x c] x g) matrix is formed by reproducing the Construction Cost Matrix g-times
and organizing the results in a matrix as shown below. This matrix is then multiplied by
the Bayes' Result Matrix (Figure 3.6) to find the expected costs of each of the alternative
construction strategies:
CS1,1G
CS2,1G
CS3,1G
CS1,1G
CS2,1G
CS3,1G
CS1,1G
CS2,1G
_CS3,1G
CS1,2G
CS2,2G
CS3,3G
CS1,2G
CS2,2G
CS3,2G
CS1,2G
CS2,2G
CS3,2G
CS1,3G
CS2,3G
CS3,3G
CS1,3G
CS2,3G
CS3,3G
CS1,3G
CS2,3G
CS3,3G
*
P1GIlnd1G
P2GInd1G
P3GjInd1G
P1GlInd2G
P2G|Ind2G
P3G|Ind2G
P1G|Ind3G
P2GInd3G
P3G|Ind3G
E1GlInd1G
P2GInd1G
P3GInd1G
E1G|Ind2G
P2GInd2G
P3GInd2G
E1GIlnd3G
P2GInd3G
P3G|Ind3G
P1GInd1G
P2GInd1G
P3GInd1G
P1GlInd2G
P2GInd2G
P3GIInd2G
E1G|Ind3G
P2GIInd3G
P3G|Ind3G
Sec. I
E[S1 I Ind1G]
E[S2| Ind1G]
E[S31 Ind1G]
E[S1 I Ind2G]
E[S2| Ind2G]
E[S3| Ind2G]
E[S1 Ind2G]
E[S2 Ind2G]
_E[S3 Ind3G]
Sec. 2
E[S1 Ind1G]
E[S2 Ind1G]
E[S3 Ind1G]
E[S1 Ind2G]
E[S2 I nd2G]
E[S3 I nd2G]
E[S1 I nd3G]
E[S2 I nd3G]
E[S3 Ind3G]
Sec. 3
E[S1I I nd1G}
E[S2| Ind1G]
E[S31 Ind1G]
E[S1I I nd2G]
E[S2| Ind2G]
E[S3| Ind2G]
E[S1 I Ind3G]
E{S2 I lnd3G]
E[S3| Ind3G
Figure 3.7: Expected Costs of Strategies Matrix
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The result is a ([g x c] x s)-sized matrix that represents the expected costs of each
construction strategy given that the exploration results indicate a geologic state as
shown in Figure 3.7 above. The values down the columns of the matrix represent the
nodes labeled Node 1 through Node 9 in the tree of Figure 3.2.
The minimum of every g entries down the column is found for every section and
organized in a (g x s)-sized matrix as shown in Figure 3.8:
Sec. 1 Sec. 2 Sec. 3
E[Sj | Ind1G] E[Sj I Ind1G] E[Sj I Ind1G]
E[Si Ind2G] E[Si Ind2G] E[Si I Ind2G]
E[Sk Ind3G] E[Sk Ind3G] E[Sk I Ind3GJ
where Sj, Si, and Sk are the cheapest strategies given that exploration results indicate
geologic state 1, 2, and 3 respectively.
Figure 3.8: Expected Cheapest Strategies
The VBA code for doing this can be found in Appendix A (A.3).
The final step is to multiply these values by the Total Probability Matrix. The code to do
this can be found in Appendix A (A.4).
3.2 PROBABILISTIC ANALYSIS in EXCEL
Random numbers for the input parameters can be generated using built-in random
number generators found in several programming packages. In Excel, this is done by
inserting '=RANDo' function in Excel. In this section, the uniform and triangular
distributions will be discussed even though this can be generalized to include any other
commonly used distribution (normal, lognormal, etc.).
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3.2.1 UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION
To generate random numbers of the uniform variable X, one generates random numbers
u from the uniform distribution between 0 and 1, u - U(0,1), and performs the
transformation:
Equation 3.1
x = a + (b - a)*u
Suppose that one wishes to model the input parameter: "Cost of S1 in 1G" as a uniform
random variable between $1,000 and $2,000 on Excel and wishes to view the
corresponding EVSI distribution. In the cell corresponding to "Cost of S1 in 1G" the
transformation in Equation 3.1 translates to:
x = 1,000 + (2,000 - 1,000)*RAND()
3.2.2 TRIANGULAR DISTRIBUTION
A more accurate characterization of uncertainty on subjectively assessed probabilities
than the uniform distribution is the (symmetric) triangular distribution. With such a
distribution, one specifies a range of possible values, and a greater probability density is
assigned to values at the mean and smaller density at extreme values.
Suppose that X has triangular distribution between a and b, i.e. X - TRI(a,b). The
probability density function fx(x) is given by Equation 3.2, and is shown schematically
in Figure 3.9a:
Equation 3.2
4 (x - a); a 5 X < a+ b
(b - a) 2  2fX(x)= 1a'
4 (b x); a + b < X < b
(b - a)2 2
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The cumulative distribution function of X is given by integrating fX(x), and is shown in
Figure 3.9b:
4 x2 + 2a 2
(b - a)2 2 (b - a)2
4 bx 2 + 2b2
(b -a)2 2 (b -a)2
a <a+ba 5 X < 2
a+b X<b
2
LFX(x)fX) 
2
(b -a) (------a)--- .-- --- --- -- ---- ---- --- -
b Na (a+b)
2
Figure 3.9a. Probability Density Function of Figure 3.9b. Cumulative Distribution Function
X - TRI(a,b) of X - TRI(a,b)
The expected value and variance of X are given by:
E[X]= (a+b+c)
3
Var[X]= (a2 +b 2 +c 2 -ab
18
-ac-bc)
where c is a shape parameter, and c = -(a + b) for a symmetric triangular distribution.2
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a (a + b)
2
b X
A
1
For a symmetric triangular distribution with a minimum value a and maximum b, the
shape parameter c is defined as:
1
c =-(a+b).
2
The generation of random numbers from the triangular distribution TRI(a, b) can be
performed by adding two uniformly distributed variables: U1(a, b/2) and U2(a, b/2).
From Equation 3.1, the corresponding transformation is therefore:
x = 2[a + (a - b/2)]*u
In Excel, this can be done by typing the following formula in the cell:
x = 2*[a + (a - b/2)]*RANDo]
Other distribution can be formulated and implemented in a similar fashion.
3.3 MANUAL for DATE
An application that implements the model described so far in the thesis has been
developed on Visual Basic for Applications on Excel. The application serves as an aid to
tunnel exploration planning. The Prior Probability, Construction Cost, and Reliability
matrices are the primary input parameters, and the Expected Value of Sample
Information in each section is the primary decision-driving outcome of the application.
This chapter serves as a manual for the program through an example considering a 2-
section 2000-ft tunnel with 2 geologic states, and 2 construction methods.
The Prior Probability, Construction Cost, and Reliability matrices for the example are
summarized in Figure 3.10.
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1G 2G
Prior Probability Matrix = Sectionl 0.6 0.41Section2 0.3 0.7
1G 2G
Construction Cost Matrix=SI[$600 $3,200]
S2 $1,200 $2,000
Exploration Indicates
1G 2G
Reliability Matrix = True State IG[0.9 0.112G [0.1 0.9]
Figure 3.10: Input Parameters for Example in Chapter 2
STEP 1: OPENING THE APPLICATION
Run the program by double clicking on the Excel file titled "Date.xls"
The main menu shown in Figure 3.11 appears. It is segmented into 3 sections: 1.
Scenario Manager, 2. Input Parameters, and 3. Decision-driving outcomes. The
"Scenario Manager" section allows the user to load and save scenarios he had already
run by clicking on the "Load Scenario" and "Save Scenario" buttons respectively.
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Decision Aids for Tunnel Exploration
Main Menu
Scenario Manager
Load Scenario Click This Buttor to Define Tunnel
Save Scenario .. - -Properties
Input Parameters .
j dj'logic and Cost Parameters
Prior Probability Matrix
Construction Cost Matrix
Reliability Matrix
Decision Driving Outcomes
Decision Tree by Tunnel Section
Cost Summary by Tunnel Section
Probabilistic Analysis
Department of Civil & Environmental Engineering
Figure 3.11: Main Menu
STEP 2: GENERAL INPUTS FOR THE TUNNEL
Click on the "Geologic and Cost Parameters" button (indicated in Figure 3.11). The pop-
up shown in Figure 3.12 appears. Start by typing the tunnel's name, the tunnel's length,
the number of sections, geologic states, and construction methods, considered for the
tunnel in the spaces provided as shown in Figure 3.12. DO NOT CLICK ON THE
"DONE" BUTTON BEFORE COMPLETING STEPS 3 and 4.
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Figure 3.12: Input Parameter Definitions
STEP 3: DEFINE GEOLOGIC STATES
Click on the "Define Geologies" button (indicated in Figure 3.12) to define the considered
geologic states. A (g x 2)-sized matrix shown in Figure 3.13 should appear. Type in the
geologic state descriptions and any additional comments in the spaces provided. In this
example, two geologic states were assumed: 1. G1: "Glaciolacustrine" and 2. G2:
"Glacial." Type in any additional comments on the geologic states in the second column
of the matrix as shown in Figure 3.13. After filling out the entries in the matrix, click on
the "Back" button found above the matrix (indicated in Figure 3.13) to return to the
"Geologic and Cost Parameter" pop-up. (Note: the "Back" button takes the user back to
where he was last so that if he wishes to refer to this matrix at any point during the
analysis he could do so).
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Click on this
button to
define the
Geologic
States
Decision Aids for Tunnel Exploration
Geologic State Descriptions
Figure 3.13: Geologic State Descriptions
STEP 4: DEFINE CONSTRUCTION STRATEGIES
After having clicked the "Back" button, the "Geologic and Cost Parameters" pop-up
should appear again (Figure 3.14).
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Figure 3.14: "Geologic and Cost Parameters" Pop-Up
Click on the "Define Methods" button (indicated in Figure 3.14) to define the construction
strategies considered. An (sx1) matrix shown in Figure 3.15 should appear. Type in the
considered construction strategies (labeled S1, S2, etc.). In this example two
construction strategies are assumed: 1. S1: EPB, and 2. S2: Slurry Shield.
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Click on this
button to
define the
considered
construction
strategies
Decision Aids for Tunnel Exploration
Construction Methods Considered
Figure 3.15: Construction Strategies Considered
STEP 4: PRIOR PROBABILITY, CONSTRUCTION COST, and RELIABILITY
MATRICES
After defining the construction strategies, click on the "Back" button found on top of the
construction strategy matrix (indicated by a red arrow in Figure 3.15). The pop-up
should appear again. Click on the "Done" button (indicated in Figure 3.16).
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Is= N
I
Figure 3.16: "Geologic and Cost Parameters" Pop-Up
After having clicked on the "Done" button, the main menu should appear again (Figure
3.17). Click on the "Prior Probability Matrix" button (indicated in Figure 3.17). An
automatically sized and fitted matrix shown in Figure 3.18 should appear.
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Click this Buttor
defining geologi
states and strat
Decision Aids for Tunnel Exploration
Main Menu
Scenario Manager
Load Scenario
Save Scenario
Input Parameters
Geologic and Cost Parameters Click this button t insert
JrioobV il~i~ rix~~ - Prior Probability Matrix
Construction Cost Matrix
Reliability Matrix
Decision Driving Outcomes
Decision Tree by Tunnel Section
cost sumrmary by Tunnel Section
Probabilistic Analysis
Department of Civil & Environmental Engineering
Figure 3.17: Main Menu/Define Prior Probability Matrix
Insert the probability values for each geologic state (going across) in each section (going
down). In this example, the prior probability values for sections 1 and 2 are filled in into
the matrix. The user has the option to see the geologic state descriptions described
previously by clicking on the "See Geologic State Descriptions" (indicated in Figure
3.18).
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Decision Aids for Tunnel Exploration
Prior Probability Matrix Press this button to see the geologic state
descriptions defined previously
Figure 3.18: Prior Probability Matrix Values
Once the values have been filled in, the user should click on the "Back to Main" button
found in the top toolbar (Figure 3.18) to go back to the main menu. Once in the main
menu, the user can do the same to fill in the Reliability matrix and the Construction cost
matrices shown in Figures 3.19 and 3.20.
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Decision Aids for Tunnel Exploration
Construction Cost Matrix
Figure 3.19: Construction Cost Matrix
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Decision Aids for Tunnel Expforation
Reliability Matrix
Figure 3.20: Reliability Matrix
STEP 5: DECISION TREES
After clicking on the "Back to Main" button indicated in Figure 3.20 the main menu
appears again. Click on the "Decision Tree by Tunnel Section" button (indicated in
Figure 3.21) to view the decision trees for "No Exploration," "Imperfect Information" and
"Perfect Information" alternatives.
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+ Back to Main
Decision Aids for Tunnel Exploration
Main Menu
Scenario Manager
Load Scenario
Save Scenario
Input Parameters
Geologic and Cost Parameters
Prior Probability Matrix
Construction Cost Matrix
Reliability Matrix
.- Click this buttonDecision Driving u nfsh 
-- Prior rh i y
Decision Tree by Tunnel Section
Cost Summary by Tunnel Section
Probabilistic Analysis
to insert
Matrix
U-x Department of Civil & Environmental Engineering
Figure 3.21: Main Menu/Decision Trees
The user is then directed to the tree output as shown in Figure 3.22. To the top right of
the page, there are two drop-down menus (indicated in Figure 3.22) that enable the user
to view the decision trees for "No Exploration," "Exploration" and "Perfect Information" for
each section.
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Figure 3.22 shows the decision tree for "No Exploration" in Section 1 of the tunnel
considered in this example, and Figure 3.23 shows the tree for the "Exploration"
alternative.
Figure 3.22: Decision Tree for "No Exploration"
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Drop Down Menu to Choose Tree
("Imperfect Information" and "No Exploration)
Decision Aids for TunnelExploration Choose Tree: Nor
No Exploration Decision Tree Select Section: iy
Construction Strategy Geologic State Construction Costs
Drop down menu to choose
$A 0 sectionE[(EPB)IF$1,640 [2=. $600 e O
EINo Ex lorationl $3,200
$1520 SP[GI00.6
$1 520 E[(Slu ry Shield]-l ,$1520 $1,200
P[G2]=0.4
Decision Aids for Tunnel Exploration Choose Tree: Expl bn
Decision Tree by Section Select Section:
Exploration Results Construction Strategy Geologic State Construction Costs
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Figure 3.23: Decision tree for "Exploration"
STEP 6: DECISION DRIVING OUTCOMES
By clicking "Cost Summary by Tunnel Section" in the main menu (Figure 3.11) the user
is then directed to the page that shows the graphs in Figure 3.24. The graph on the left
shows the expected costs of exploring and of not exploring by tunnel section, and the
graph to the right shows the Expected Value of Sample Information (EVSI) by tunnel
Section. One should explore in the section with the highest EVSI, which is in this case
section 1.
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I Click on this button to go back to the main menu ---------
Decision-Driving Outcomes
Expected Costs No Exploration & Imperfect
Information
$4,000,000
$3,500,000
$3,000,000
$2,500,000 -
$2,000,000
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Imperfect Information Sections
Expected Value of Sample Information
*
U
$600,000
$500,000
$400,000
$300,000
$200,000-
$100,000.
$0.
Sec 1 Sec 2
Sections
Figure 3.24: Decision-Driving Outcomes
STEP 7: PROBABILISTIC ANALYSIS
Click on the "Back to Main" button (indicated in red in Figure 3.24) to return to the main
menu; the main menu should appear again. Click on the button corresponding to
"Construction Cost Matrix," (Step 4). The Construction Cost Matrix should appear.
Assume that we want to model each entry in the Construction Strategy as uniform
distributions with the following parameters:
Equation 5.1:
Cost of S1 in 1 G - U($480,$720)
Cost of S1 in 2G - U($2,560,$3,840)
Cost of S2 in 1 G - U($960,$1,440)
Cost of S2 in 2G - U($1,600,$2,400)
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Type in the transformations discussed in Chapter 3 into the cells as shown in Figure
3.25. For example, the values in Equation 5.1 can be inserted in the Construction Cost
Matrix as shown in Figure 3.25.
Decision Aids for Tunnel Exploration
Construction Cost Matrix
Figure 3.25: Probabilistic Analysis/Construction Cost Matrix
Repeat this step for the Reliability Matrix and the Prior Probability Matrix.
STEP 8: EVSI DISTRIBUTION
After having filled-in all the distributions in the input parameters, click on the
"Probabilistic Analysis" button indicated with the red arrow in Figure 3.26.
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Decision Aids for Tunnel Exploration
Main Menu
Scenario Manager
Load Scenario
Save Scenario
Input Parameters
j Geologic and Cost Parameters
Prior Probability Matrix
Construction Cost Matrix
Reliability Matrix
Decision Driving Outcomes
Decision Tree by Tunnel Section
Cost Summary by Tunnel SectIoe - n this butto beg n the probabilistic
--rolAtsc Analysis
NEW Department of Civil & Environmental Engineering
Figure 3.26: Main Menu/Probabilistic Analysis
The display shown in Figure 3.27 will appear which shows the probability distribution of
the EVSI given the distributions of the input parameters. The scroll-bar can be moved to
match the cost of exploration. For example, in Figure 3.27 the scroll bar is moved to
show an exploration cost of $100,000. The 14.92% number shown in Figure 3.27 is the
probability that exploration will not be beneficial, and therefore the probability that
exploration will be beneficial is 85.08%.
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Decision Aids for Tunnel Exploration
Figure 3.27: EVSI Distribution and P[Exploration will not be Beneficial]
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CHAPTER 4
CASE STUDY: NORTH KENMORE TUNNEL
4.1 INTRODUCTION/INPUT PARAMETERS
The model will be implemented using DATE (refer to Chapter 3) for the North Kenmore
Tunnel, which forms part of the Brightwater Conveyance System of tunnels. The
Brightwater Conveyance System consists of a series of influent tunnels that will collect
sanitary sewer water from the service area and convey it to the new treatment plant site
at Route 9 in Woodinville, in Snohomish County, Washington. From the treatment
facility, effluent tunnels will then convey the treated water to Puget Sound where it will be
discharged by an outfall. In total, the land portion of the conveyance system will include
approximately 19 miles of tunnels ranging in size from 18-foot (ft) to 14-ft, 3,000 linear
feet (If) of microtunneling 48-inch (in) to 78-in diameter pipe, and open cutting of an
additional 5,000 If of pipe ranging in size from 36-in to 72-in. The marine portion of the
project will extend a 72-in outfall pipe approximately 7,000 If into Puget Sound and will
be completed under a design-build contract format.
The North Kenmore Tunnel is an effluent pipeline that will carry treated wastewater from
the North Kenmore Portal (#44) to the Ballinger Way Portal (#5). Figure 4.1 shows an
aerial view of the layout of the tunnel.
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Figure 4.1: Aerial view of North Kenmore Tunnel
igure 4.2 shows the geologic profile for the North Kenmore Tunnel.
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Figure 4.2: Geologic Profile for North Kenmore Tunnel
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Table 4.1: Definition of Geologic States'
Geologic Soil Behavior Geologic Units Typical Soil Types Head Boulde
Model (bars) rs
1G Flowing / Non-glacial fluvial / Glacial SP, SW, SM, SP- 1 to 3 No
Cohesive outwash SM. GP, GW, GM,
Running GP-GM.
2G Slow Ravel Non-glacial lacustrine/ ML, MH, ML-MH 1 to 5 No
glaciolacustrine / CL, CH, CL-CH
glaciomarine
3G Flowing I Non-glacial fluvial SP, SW, SM, SP- 3 to 5 No
Cohesive SM. GP, GW, GM,
Running GP-GM.
4G Slow Ravel Glacial till / glacial diamicton CL, ML, SM, SC. 3 to 5 Yes
GM, GC
Flowing / SP, SW, SM, SP-
5G Cohesive Glacial outwash / Meltout till SM. GP, GW, GM, 3 to 5 Yes
Running GP-GM
6G Flowing / Glacial outwash / Meltout till SP, SW, SM, SP- 1 to 3 Yes
Cohesive SM. GP, GW, GM,
Running GP-GM
7G Slow Ravel Non-glacial lacustrine/ ML, MH, ML-MH. 5 to 7 No
glaciolacustrine / CL, CH, CL-CH
glaciomarine
8G Flowing / Glacial outwash / Non- SP, SW, SM, SP- 5 to 7 No
Cohesive glacial fluvial SM. GP, GW, GM,
Running GP-GM.
9G Flowing / Glacial outwash / Meltout till SP, SW, SM, SP- 5 to 7 Yes
Cohesive SM. GP, GW, GM,
Running GP-GM
Based on engineers/geologists' assessment prior probabilities are assigned for the
different geologic states, along with additional comments as shown in Table 4.2. This is
the Prior Probability Matrix for the North Kenmore Tunnel.
1 The data was obtained from Prof. Herbert Einstein (MIT), Karim S. Karam (PhD, MIT) who
worked with Camp Dresser and McGee and Perrone Consulting on the North Kenmore tunnel.
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Table 4.2: Prior Probability Matrix for North Kenmore Tunnel
Geology Comment
Widely spaced borings.
0 0Incised channels but no
S Glacial till coarse, so boulder bearing
material risk less than 20%
0 0
0
0
0
Glacial fluvial
4
Glaciolacustrine
Widely spaced borings,
poor recovery at invert level
but consistent material.
Boulder risk in QDot.
Widely spaced borings.
Incised channels but no
coarse, so boulder bearing
material risk less than 20%
Incised channels but no
20 20 20 0 0 0 0 Glaciolacustrine coarse, so boulder bearing
material risk less than 20%
298+00
7 to 0 0 0 0 0 0
307+00
307+00
8 to 0 0 0 0 0 0
313+00
31 3+00
9 to 0 0 0 0 0 0
318+00
348+00
13 to 0 0
362+00
362+00
14 to 0 20
371+00
I382+00 1[ t16 to 0 20 3010
387+00
0 0 0 Glaciolacustrine Widely spaced borings.
246+00
to
252+00
252+00
to
258+00
258+00
to
265+00
265+00
to
288+00
288+00
to
298+00
0 0 0 Glaciolacustrine Widely spaced borings &poor recovery.I Two widely spaced borings.
0 0 Gfuil Change from GP to CL.Diamict and Glacial fluvial
with boulders.
0 0 0 NG fluvial
NG fluvial
Closely spaced borings,
consistent Qpogl. Diamict,
fluvial and till interbeds
possible.
Widely spaced borings,
gravelly and sandy, some
tills & diamicts.
Poor recovery. Both flowing
0 0 0 Glacial and raveling in tunnel zone
borings.
0 Glacial
Till SM & lacust MVL.
Boulder in Qpogt. Poor
recovery. Possible fault
zone. Flowina artesian.
Fluv SM/GM and lacust CL.
0 0 0 Glacial Poor recovery. Flow'g
artesian.
Transition from fluvial to till.0 0 0 Glacial Flow g artesian.
Till & diamict with boulders,
0 0 0 Glacial and fluvial SP. Flow'g
artesian to station 415+00.
Fluv SP/SM. Widely
0 0 0 Glacial spaced borings. Flow'g
1 artesian.
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Station Probability of Occurrence
2G 3G 4G
230+00
to
246+00
20 20
5G 6G 7G 8G 9G
20
Sect.
No.
2
3
4
5
6
20
1G
0
0
0
0
0
0
20
020
20 0 Glaciolacustrine Widely spaced borings
0 Gacioacustrine Widely spaced borings
1i 1
Widely spaced borings.
20 0 Glaciolacustrine Possible fault zone east of
95+00.
Widely spaced borings,
20 30 Glaciolacustrine poor recovery & sharp risein head. Potential fault
zone.
Boulder risk at glacial / non-
30 0 Glaciolacustrine glacial contact. Possible
fault zone.
20
0
0
00
20
0
0
0
010
11
12
0
0
318+00
to
335+00
335+00
to
344+00
344+00
to
348+00
0
20
0
0
0
0
0
0
20
20
20
15
0
0
20
20
371+00
to
382+00
0 30
0
2017
18
19
20
387+00
to
394+00
394+00
to
400+00
400+00
to
426+00
426+00
to
430+43
0
0
0
0
0
0
30
20
0
25
0
0
0
25 0 0 1 0
-
,
1
The exploration Reliability Matrix is shown in Table 4.3 below.
Table 4.3: Exploration Reliability for North Kenmore Tunnel'
P[Ind P 1 P P[PP[P[ P[Realit 1GIReal Ind Ind Ind Ind Ind Ind Ind Ind
y itea 2GIRealIt 3GIRealit 4GIRea 5GIRealIt 6GIRealit 7GlReali 8GiReality] 9GIReality]
yA _ y] lityl y] y] ty]
G 0.7 0.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2G 0.3 0.7 0.3 0 0 0.4 0 0 0
3G 0 0 0.7 0 0 0 0 0 0
4G 0 0 0 0.6 0.4 0 0 0 0
5G 0 0 0 0 0.6 0 0 0 0.4
6G 0 0 0 0 0 0.6 0 0 0
7G 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.9 0.4 0
8G 0.7 0.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9G 0.3 0.7 0.3 0 0 0.4 0 0 0
Two construction methods are considered in the analysis: 1. S1: Slurry Shield, and 2.
S2: EPB. The Construction Cost Matrix for employing these two strategies in the
previously defined geologic states (1 G - 9G) is summarized in Table 4.4.
Table 4.4: Construction Cost Matrix'
SI: $1,707 $2,040 $1,867 $2,100 $1,867 $1,707 $2,100 $2,133 $2,133
Slurry /ft /ft /ft /ft /ft /ft /ft /ft /ftShield
S2:EPB $1,493 $1,196 $1,733 $1,276 $1,733 $1,493 $1,276 $2,800 $2,800/ft /ft /ft /ft /ft /ft /ft /ft /ft
4.1.1 EXPECTED VALUE of PERFECT INFORMATION
For tunnels with a large of number of sections it is often useful to first evaluate the
Expected Value of Perfect Information (EVPI) for all sections. It allows one to
immediately eliminate those sections in which exploration would obviously not be
beneficial from the analysis. In calculating the EVPI, one assumes that the exploration
methods employed are perfectly reliable (Reliability Matrix becomes the identity matrix)
and the corresponding expected total costs are evaluated (denoted by E[(Perfect
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Information)]). The EVPI is then calculated in a similar manner as the EVSI as shown in
Equation 5.1:
Equation 5.1
Expected Value of Perfect _ Expected Cost of - Expected Cost of
Information (EVPI) - "No Exploration" "Perfect Information"
If the EVPI is positive then exploration may or may not be beneficial in the section
depending on the value of the EVSI. If, on the other hand, the EVPI is less than the cost
of exploration then one can conclude on the onset that exploration will not be beneficial
in that section.
4.2 DATE OUTPUT
These input parameters are inserted in the application DATE described in Chapter 3.
The output for the expected costs for the different construction methods in the different
sections is summarized in Table 4.5.
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Table 4.5: Expected Costs for Different Construction Methods in Different Tunnel Sections
S1: Slurry Shield S2: EPB
Tunnel E[No E[Perfect E[Imperfect E[No E[Perfect E[lmperfect
Section Exploration] Exploration] Exploration] Exploration] Exploratlo Exploration
n]
230+00 to
246+00 3,117,120 3,117,120 3,117,120 2,454,720 2,454,720 2,454,720
246+00 to
252+00 1,168,920 1,168,920 1,168,920 920,520 920,520 920,520
252+00 to
258+00 1,210,440 1,210,440 1,210,440 791,640 791,640 791,640
258+00 to
265+00 1,387,960 1,387,960 1,387,960 998,760 998,760 998,760
265+00 to
288+00 4,532,840 4,532,840 4,532,840 3,244,840 3,244,840 3,244,840
288+00 to
298+00 2,106,600 1,973,200 2,092,480 1,580,800 1,447,400 1,566,680
298+00 to
307+00 1,907,820 1,611,180 1,784,916 1,971,360 1,674,720 1,848,456
307+00 to
313+00 1,263,960 1,183,920 1,255,488 948,480 868,440 940,008
313+00 to
318+00 1,058,250 891,500 938,780 1,019,000 852,250 899,530
318+00 to
335+00 3,586,830 3,246,660 3,480,784 2,946,440 2,606,270 2,840,394
335+00 to
344+00 1,804,860 1,804,860 1,804,860 1,173,060 1,173,060 1,173,060
344+00 to
348+00 779,280 779,280 779,280 613,680 613,680 613,680
348+00 to
362+00 2,679,040 2,679,040 2,679,040 2,298,240 2,298,240 2,298,240
362+00 to
371+00 1,711,440 1,711,440 1,711,440 1,463,040 1,463,040 1,463,040
371 +00 to
382+00 2,104,960 2,104,960 2,104,960 1,805,760 1,805,760 1,805,760
382+00 to
387+00 950,800 950,800 950,800 812,800 812,800 812,800
387+00 to
394+00 1,264,830 1,264,830 1,264,830 982,730 982,730 982,730
394+00 to
400+00 1,064,160 1,064,160 1,064,160 860,160 860,160 860,160
400+00 to
426+00 4,438,200 4,438,200 4,438,200 3,881,800 3,881,800 3,881,800
426+00 to
430+43 793,081 793,081 793,081 628,506 628,506 628,506
The output for the minimum expected costs, Expected Value of Perfect Information
(EVPI), and EVSI in the different tunnel sections is summarized in Table 4.6.
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Table 4.6: Minimum Expected Costs, EVPI, and EVSI in the different Tunnel Sections
Tunnel Section E[No E[Perfect E[Imperfect EVPI EVSIExploration] Exploration] Exploration]
230+00 to 246+00 2,454,720 2,454,720 2,454,720 0 0
246+00 to 252+00 920,520 920,520 920,520 0 0
252+00 to 258+00 791,640 791,640 791,640 0 0
258+00 to 265+00 998,760 998,760 998,760 0 0
265+00 to 288+00 3,244,840 3,244,840 3,244,840 0 0
288+00 to 298+00 1,580,800 1,447,400 1,566,680 133,400 14,120
298+00 to 307+00 1,907,820 1,611,180 1,784,916 296,640 122,904
307+00 to 313+00 948,480 868,440 940,008 80,040 8,472
313+00 to 318+00 1,019,000 852,250 899,530 166,750 119,470
318+00 to 335+00 2,946,440 2,606,270 2,840,394 340,170 106,046
335+00 to 344+00 1,173,060 1,173,060 1,173,060 0 0
344+00 to 348+00 613,680 613,680 613,680 0 0
348+00 to 362+00 2,298,240 2,298,240 2,298,240 0 0
362+00 to 371+00 1,463,040 1,463,040 1,463,040 0 0
371+00 to 382+00 1,805,760 1,805,760 1,805,760 0 0
382+00 to 387+00 812,800 812,800 812,800 0 0
387+00 to 394+00 982,730 982,730 982,730 0 0
394+00 to 400+00 860,160 860,160 860,160 0 0
400+00 to 426+00 3,881,800 3,881,800 3,881,800 0 0
426+00 to 430+43 628,506 628,506 628,506 0 0
The results in Tables 4.5 and 4.6 can be shown graphically as is done in Figures 4.3 and
4.4. Figure 4.3 shows the expected cost of the different tunnel sections for the cases of
no exploration, perfect exploration and imperfect exploration, and Figure 4.4 shows the
EVPI and EVSI in each section.
Note that in some sections, the EVSI is the same as the EVPI, and is equal to zero. This
is because of the particular prior probability and construction cost matrices. Consider
the construction cost matrix in Table 4.4. The costs show that it is cheaper to use
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construction strategy S2 (EPB) for all geologic states with the exception of models 8G
and 9G. Therefore, in all tunnel sections that do have a non-zero prior probability in
geologic models 8G and 9G it is cheaper to use method S2 throughout the section.
There is no value in exploration since this is already known. In this case, E[No
Exploration] = E[Perfect Exploration] = E[Imperfect Exploration]. When this happens
EVSI = EVPI = 0.
To show this, suppose that, in general, there are n geological models, and m
construction strategies. We denote by Cij the cost of tunneling using construction
strategy i, in geologic model j. We also denote by Pj the probability of geologic model j,
and by PjG the probability that a boring indicates geological model j. We assume n
geologic models, and m construction strategies. With this notation, we write:
E[No Exploration] = min((P1C11 + ... + PnC1n),--, (P1Cm1 + ... + PnCmn))
The expected value for Perfect and Imperfect exploration is expressed by:
E[Exploration] = min(P1G(P1j1GC11 + ... + Pn|1G 0 1n ),--, P1G(PnI1GCm1 + ... + Pnl1GCmn))
min(PnG(P1|nGC11 +...+ PnjnGC1n),-, nG(PnInGCm1 +...+ PnjnGCmn))
If Cij < Cij for j = 1 to n, and i = 2 to m, where n is the number of geologic models, and
m is the number of construction strategies (this is to say that construction strategy 1 is
always cheaper than others in all geologic models), then:
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E[No Exploration] = (P1C1 1 + .+ PnCln)
E[Explorationj = P1G(P1|1G 0 11 +. + Pn|1GCln) + + PnG(P1InG1 1 +. + PnInGCln)
and
E[Exploration] = = P1(P1G1 + .. + PnG|1)C1 1 +.. + Pn (P1Gln +... + PnGjn )C1n
But since (P1Gli + ... + PnGji) are exploration reliabilities, and are mutually exclusive and
collectively exhaustive for all i, (P1Gli + .. + PnGli) =1, and:
E[Exploration] = PC11 + ... + PnCln = E[No Exploration], and EVPI = EVSI = 0.
In the simple case of n = m = 2, then:
E[No Exploration] = min((P1C1 1 + P2 C12 ), (P1C2 1 + P2 C22 ))
E[Exploration] = min(P1G (P11GC1 1 + P2|1G 0 1 2),9 1G (P1I1G 021 + P211GC22))
min(P2G (P1I2GC11 + P2I2GC1 2), P2G (P1|2G 0 21 + P212GC22))
If C11 <C 21 and C12 <C22,
E[No Exploration] = (P1C11 + P2 C12 )
Equation 5.2
E[Exploration] = P1G (P1|1GC1 1 + P211GC1 2) + P2G (P1 2GC1 1 + P212GC1 2)
= (P1C11 + P2 C12 ) = E[No Exploration]
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Equation 5.2 shows that when the cost of a construction strategy is smaller than the cost
of all other strategies in all geologic models, then EVPI = EVSI = 0. This happens in all
sections other than section numbers 6 to 10. These are the sections where the prior
probabilities of geologic models 8G (and 9G) are non zero.
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Figure 4.4 EVPl and EVSI
The results in Tables 4.5 and 4.6 and Figures 4.3 and 4.4 allow one to make decisions
on where exploration is beneficial, and where it is not. Exploration is beneficial when the
EVSI exceeds the cost of exploration, and therefore as shown in Figure 4.5 is beneficial
from Stations 298+00 to 307+00, 313+00 to 318+00 and 335+00 to 344+00.
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Figure 4.5: EVSI and Cost of Exploration for North Kenmore Tunnel
Furthermore, decisions can be made as to where (in which tunnel section) it is best
(minimize expected cost, or maximize EVSI) to explore. In this particular example of the
North Kenmore Tunnel, it is best to explore in tunnel section number 7, Station 298+00
to 307+00.
This location is indicated by the double-headed red arrow in the geologic profile shown
in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6: Geologic Profile showing Location where Exploration is expected to be
beneficial
As an example for the decision trees that could be accessed in DATE, Figure 4.7 shows
the decision tree for "No Exploration" in section 7.
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Figure 4.7: Decision Tree for "No Exploration" in Section 7 for North Kenmore Tunnel
In the probabilistic phase, input parameters assuming uniform and triangular
distributions yield the probability distributions of the expected costs for section 7 are
shown in Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.8: Probability Distribution of Expected Costs
The relative frequency/probability density plots of EVSI for different probability
distributions are shown in Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.9: Probability distribution for EVSI
Assume that the exploration costs amount to $30,000. Figure 4.10 shows that using the
triangular distribution assumption for the input parameters yields a 96% chance that
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exploration will be beneficial and that using the uniform distribution assumption yields an
88% chance that exploration will be beneficial.
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Figure 4.10: Probability that Exploration will be beneficial for the Uniform and Triangular
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Tunnels are often characterized by limited a priori knowledge of the existing subsurface
conditions. However, the collection of initial reliable information on the geologic
conditions is vital for predicting the loads acting on the tunnel and the choice of
construction method(s) to be employed. In the absence of such information,
conservative designs and choices of construction methods (assuming worst geologic
conditions) are often assumed. These conservative assumptions lead to inflated costs.
Considerable construction savings may therefore be achieved through the proper
collection and interpretation of reliable information on the existing geologic conditions.
Site exploration allows one to collect information on the existing geology. However,
exploration results provide information about the geology in the vicinity of the area being
explored only; predictions about neighboring areas have to be inferred subjectively by
experts based on the exploration results. Exploration results may therefore be uncertain
in themselves. Moreover, exploration itself involves a cost. This cost constraint on
exploration restricts the extent of desired exploration, boiling it down to a matter of
maximizing the value of information obtained through exploration.
Exploration planning is therefore a process of decision making under uncertainty with the
primary aim of minimizing the total costs of construction plus the costs associated with
exploration. Specifically, given initial information on the geology, exploration planning
should determine:
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1. Whether it would be beneficial to explore, and if so,
2. Where along the tunnel alignment should one explore.
Present approaches to the tunnel exploration problem are mostly based on intuition,
experience, and conservative assumptions that may lead to inconsistencies affecting
decisions in the planning and design phase of a tunnel project. These assumptions may
lead to decisions that result in inflated project costs on the one hand or underprediction
of cost and time on the other hand. Significant cost savings may be achieved through
the application of decision theory to the tunnel exploration problem. Einstein et al (1978)
provided the theoretical framework for doing so. Since exploration planning is
characterized by high degrees of uncertainty, tools for decision making under uncertainty
are needed. The main aim of this thesis was to first and foremost provide such a tool.
This thesis first presents the decision analytical procedure for tunnel exploration as
proposed by Einstein et al (1978) through two examples; one involving a single-section
tunnel, and the other involving a multiple-section tunnel. Next it presents numerical
techniques for implementing the model both deterministically and probabilistically. In
doing so, it highlights unintentional errors and consequences that are associated with
decision making under uncertainty. An application in Visual Basic for Applications
implements the model for a generic tunnel. The model is then applied to The North
Kenmore Tunnel (Washington State).
One of the major goals of this thesis is to show the relative ease with which one can
implement the decision analysis procedure to and incorporate uncertainties in tunnel
exploration. As seen in the case-study, this may yield significant expected construction
cost savings.
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Based on the analyses conducted in this thesis, the following general conclusions can
be drawn:
1. The assigned prior probabilities have the most influence on the tunnel
exploration problem.
2. Exploration reliability has a significant effect on the decision of whether
exploration will be beneficial in a given section.
3. As expected, exploration is most beneficial when the exploration methods used
in a given section are completely reliable and when the existing subsurface
conditions in a given section are highly uncertain.
While these conclusions may be obvious and rather intuitive, they emphasize the
importance of assigning prior probabilities to the geologic states which are often based
on subjective assessments. Models that incorporate uncertainties and bias associated
with the assignment of judgmental probabilities appear to be lacking in the literature.
This may be partially due to the difficulty in validating subjective predictions of geologic
profiles.
Statistical models aimed at understanding exploration reliability are lacking in the
literature as well. Understanding uncertainties associated with exploration methods is
central to the tunnel exploration problem and consequently to tunnel construction and
design. With the increasing availability of data on exploration methods and their
performance in different geologic states, statistical and stochastic models aimed at
predicting the true nature of the geology serve as a vast and important part for future
research. This is true not only in the tunnel exploration problem but for all underground
projects.
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The model presented in this thesis assumes that exploration takes place in only one
location along the tunnel's alignment, at a time. In reality, this is often the case. One
explores in a given location and based on the results, the engineers and geologists
devise an "updated" geologic profile that takes into account the information gathered
through exploration. In the context of the presented model, the next expected optimal
location to explore can be found by reevaluating the prior probability values based on the
updated geologic profile. However, in some cases exploration is conducted in several
locations along the tunnel's alignment simultaneously. The model presented in this
thesis does not take this into account, and should be expanded to do so.
Finally, the author would like to note some interesting, stimulating, and intellectually
challenging ideas for future research:
1. Combinatoric Problem: In Appendix C, a method for calculating the expected
transition costs when changing construction methods from one section to the
next and including this in the EVSI was presented. However, this analysis was
applied after having initially determined the section in which exploration is
expected to be most beneficial. There is however a way in which expected
transition costs may be incorporated at the beginning of the analysis by
appending the decision tree for each section to the following one, taking into
account transition costs from one section to the next. The exploration problem
then becomes an optimization problem stated as follows: Maximize the EVSI
subject to the section that has the minimum transition costs plus the cost of
exploration in the section plus the cost of imperfect information. To save
computation time, the Min-Max algorithm can be used. In short, the algorithm
solves the tree backwards by finding the minimum of each family of nodes and
eliminating the remaining ones.
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2. Section-Lenaths: The effects of the section lengths on the construction costs
should not be assumed to be linear. Learning-curve effects and unpredictable
geologic occurrences must be taken into account as well. These effects may
be better understood with the collection of data and statistical analysis of other
tunnel projects.
3. Time: If time is the driving factor instead of cost in a given tunneling project,
the model can be applied in the same manner with time being the decision-
driving outcome rather than construction costs.
4. Utility: More generally, the analysis in this thesis could be extended to include
the decision-maker's utility. As part of his utility function, factors such as time,
material availability, construction costs, labor costs etc can all be introduced
into a utility function. This opens the way to many other areas of research such
as the proper allocation of exploration risks and costs between the owner,
architect, and contractors.
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APPENDIX A:NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS FOR MODEL
A.1 VBA Code for Solving the Tree for "No Exploration" Alternative
Sub ESmtrxnoExp()
//Define Initial variables: 1. Number of Geologies, 2. Number of
Sections, and 3. Number of //Construction Strategies
Dim Geologies As Integer
Dim Sections As Integer
Dim Methods As Integer
//Initialize their values for a given tunnel
Methods = Range("NoMethods").Value
Sections = Range("NoSections").Value
Geologies = Range("NoGeologies").Value
/Define and Name the Construction Cost Matrix
Dim FirstCCcol As Integer
Dim FirstCCrow As Integer
FirstCCcol = 5
FirstCCrow = 16
Worksheets("INPUT-Constr Cost Mtrx").Select
Range("Al").Select
Range(Cells(FirstCCrow, FirstCCcol), Cells(FirstCCrow + Methods - 1,
FirstCCcol + Geologies - 1)).Select
Selection.Name = "CCmtrx"
/Define and Name the Prior Probability Matrix
Dim FirstPPcol As Integer
Dim FirstPProw As Integer
FirstPPcol = 5
FirstPProw = 16
Worksheets("INPUT-Prior P Mtrx").Select
Range("Al").Select
Range(Cells(FirstPProw, FirstPPcol), Cells(FirstPProw + Sections - 1,
FirstPPcol + Geologies - 1)).Select
Selection.Name = "PPmtrx"
/Define and Name the corresponding (cxg) Output Matrix
Dim FirstOUTcol As Integer
Dim FirstOUTrow As Integer
FirstOUTcol = 2
FirstOUTrow = 3
Worksheets("No Exploration").Select
Range("Al").Select
Range(Cells(FirstOUTrow, FirstOUTcol), Cells(FirstOUTrow + Methods - 1,
FirstOUTcol + Sections - 1)).Select
Selection.Name = "OUTmtrx"
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//Do the multiplication using the "MMULT" function found in VBA library
Selection.FormulaArray = "=MMult (CCmtrx, transpose (PPmtrx))"
Selection .Copy
Range("FirstESnoExp") .Select
Selection.PasteSpecial Paste:=xlPasteValues, Operation:=xlNone,
SkipBlanks
:=False, Transpose:=False
End Sub
A.2 VBA Code for Multiplying the transpose of the Reliability
Matrix with the transpose of the Prior Probability Matrix (First
Branches of the Tree)
Sub ESmtrxExpTotP()
//Define Initial variables: 1. Number of Geologies, 2. Number of
Sections, and 3. Number of /Construction Strategies
Dim Geologies As Integer
Dim Sections As Integer
Dim Methods As Integer
7/Initialize their values for a given tunnel
Sections = Range("NoSections") .Value
Geologies = Range("NoGeologies") .Value
/Define and Name the Construction Cost Matrix
Dim FirstRMcol As Integer
Dim FirstRMrow As Integer
FirstRMcol = 5
FirstRMrow = 19
Worksheets("INPUT - Reliability Matrix") .Select
Range ("Al") .Select
Range (Cells (FirstRMrow, FirstRMcol), Cells (FirstRMrow + Geologies
- 1, FirstRMcol + Geologies - 1)).Select
Selection.Name = "RMmtrx"
/Define and Name the Prior Probability Matrix
Dim FirstPPcol As Integer
Dim FirstPProw As Integer
FirstPPcol = 5
FirstPProw = 16
Worksheets ("INPUT-Prior P Mtrx") .Select
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Range ("Al") .Select
Range(Cells(FirstPProw, FirstPPcol), Cells(FirstPProw + Sections
- 1, FirstPPcol + Geologies - 1)).Select
Selection.Name = "PPmtrx"
//Define and Name the Output Matrix
Dim FirstOUTcol As Integer
Dim FirstOUTrow As Integer
FirstOUTcol = 4
FirstOUTrow = 13
Worksheets("OUTPUT - Exploration Data") .Select
Range ("Al") .Select
Range(Cells(FirstOUTrow, FirstOUTcol), Cells(FirstOUTrow +
Geologies - 1, FirstOUTcol + Sections - 1)).Select
Selection.Name = "OUTmtrx"
//Do the multiplication using the "MMULT" function found in VBA library
Selection.FormulaArray = "=MMult (transpose (RMmtrx),
transpose (PPmtrx))"
Selection. Copy
Range("FirstESExp") .Select
Selection.PasteSpecial Paste:=xlPasteValues, Operation:=xlNone,
SkipBlanks
:=False, Transpose:=False
End Sub
A.3 VBA Code for Bayes' Matrix
Sub Bayes()
Dim Sections As Integer
Dim Geologies As Integer
Geologies = Range ("NoGeologies") .Value
Sections = Range("NoSections") .Value
//In this program we will multiply three matrices:
//1) "Exploration Data Summary" Mtrx; starting cell =
//"FirstESExp"
//2) "Reliability" Mtrx; starting cell = "FirstRM"
//3) "Prior Probability" Mtrx; starting cell = "FirstPPM"
//We will put the output in the Bayes Exploration Mtrx; starting
//cell="FirstBayesExp"
Dim sec As Integer 'goes accross the sections of the output, the
ExpDataSum, and the PPMtrx
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Dim geol As Integer 'will go down the rows of the Reliability and
PPMtrices
Dim geo2 As Integer 'goes accross the geologies of the
Reliability matrix
For sec = 1 To Sections
For geo2 = 1 To Geologies
For geol = 1 To Geologies
If Range("FirstESExp").Offset(geo2 - 1, sec -
1).Value = 0 Then
Worksheets("OUTPUT - Bayesian
Exp").Range("FirstBayesExp").Offset((geol - 1) + Geologies *
(geo2 - 1), sec - 1).Value = 0
Else
Worksheets("OUTPUT - Bayesian
Exp").Range("FirstBayesExp").Offset((geol - 1) + Geologies *
(geo2 - 1), sec - 1).Value =
(Range("FirstRM").Offset(geol - 1,
geo2 - 1).Value *
Range("FirstPPM").Offset(sec - 1,
geol - 1).Value) /
Range("FirstESExp").Offset(geo2 -
1, sec - 1).Value
End If
Next geol
Next geo2
Next sec
End Sub
A.4 VBA Code for Finding the Expected Costs Matrix and the
corresponding Cheapest Strategies
Sub ExpCostSectionexpl()
Dim Geologies As Integer
Dim Sections As Integer
Dim Methods As Integer
Methods = Range("NoMethods").Value
Sections = Range("NoSections").Value
Geologies = Range("NoGeologies").Value
/Name the Construction Cost Matrix
Dim FirstCCcol As Integer
Dim FirstCCrow As Integer
FirstCCcol = 5
FirstCCrow = 16
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Worksheets("INPUT-Constr Cost Mtrx").Select
Range("Al").Select
Range(Cells(FirstCCrow, FirstCCcol), Cells(FirstCCrow + Methods -
1, FirstCCcol + Geologies - 1)).Select
Selection.Name = "CCmtrx"
'Name the Output Matrices
Dim FirstOUTcol As Integer
Dim FirstOUTrow As Integer
FirstOUTcol = 4
FirstOUTrow = 13
//Go through a loop that multiplies each part of the //bayesean
mtrx with the CC mtrx
Dim geo As Integer
For geo = 1 To Geologies
'Name the bayesean part
Dim FirstBayRow As Integer
Dim FirstBayCol As Integer
FirstBayRow = 13
FirstBayCol = 4
Worksheets("OUTPUT - Bayesian Exp").Select
Range("Al").Select
Range(Cells(FirstBayRow + (geo - 1) * Geologies, FirstBayCol),
Cells((FirstBayRow + (geo - 1) * Geologies) + Geologies - 1,
FirstBayCol + Sections - 1)).Select
Selection.Name = "BayPartMtrx"
'Select the full output PART
Worksheets("OUTPUT - Exploration").Select
Range("Al").Select
Range(Cells(FirstOUTrow + (geo - 1) * Methods, FirstOUTcol),
Cells((FirstOUTrow + (geo - 1) * Methods) + Methods - 1,
FirstOUTcol + Sections - 1)).Select
//Do the multiplication, finally
Selection.FormulaArray = "=MMult(CCmtrx, BayPartMtrx)"
Selection.Copy
Range("FirstECExp").Offset((geo - 1) * Methods, 0).Select
Selection.PasteSpecial Paste:=xlPasteValues,
Operation:=xlNone, SkipBlanks
:=False, Transpose:=False
'Delete the "part" names
ActiveWorkbook.Names("BayPartMtrx").Delete
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//Now we'll go through a loop that moves horizontally
//accross the sctions
//1) naming the expectedCost sets for each section
//2)selecting the output cell
//3) putting the min formula, copy and value pasting
//4) and finally deleting the section name
Dim sec As Integer
For sec = 1 To Sections
//1) Name the section
Worksheets("OUTPUT - Exploration").Select
Range("Al").Select
Range(Cells(FirstOUTrow + (geo - 1) * Methods, FirstOUTcol
+ sec - 1), Cells((FirstOUTrow + (geo - 1) * Methods) + Methods -
1, FirstOUTcol + sec - 1)).Select
Selection.Name = "tempSec"
'2-3)Select the output cell, put formula there
Worksheets("OUTPUT - Exploration Mins").Select
Range ("Al") .Select
Range("FirstMinExp").Offset(geo - 1, sec - 1).Select
Selection.FormulaArray = "=min(tempSec)"
Selection.Copy
Selection.PasteSpecial Paste:=xlPasteValues,
Operation:=xlNone, SkipBlanks
:=False, Transpose:=False
'4) delete section name
ActiveWorkbook.Names("tempSec").Delete
Next sec
Next geo
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APPENDIX B: TREE GENERATION VBA CODE
B.1 Tree for "No Exploration" Alternative
Sub TreeNoExploration()
Call ESmtrxnoExp
Section = Range("SectionSelected").Value
Dim NoMethods As Integer
Dim NoGeologies As Integer
Dim topRow As Integer
Dim topCol As Integer
'Initialize Number of Geologies and Number of Methods
NoMethods = Range("NoMethods").Value
NoGeologies = Range("NoGeologies").Value
'Initialize Tree Size
topRow = 14
topcol = 11
'Insert and Name End Nodes (endNodes)
Sheets("OUTPUT - Tree No Exploration").Shapes("endNode").Select
Selection.Copy
For i = 1 To NoMethods * NoGeologies
Sheets("OUTPUT - Tree No Exploration").Cells(2 * i + topRow - 2,
topCol).Select
Sheets("OUTPUT - Tree No Exploration").Paste
Selection.Name = "endNodes" & i
Next i
'Insert naming of probabilities on end nodes (P[1G], P[2G], .... )
For j = 1 To NoMethods - 1
For i = 1 To NoGeologies
Sheets("OUTPUT - Tree No Exploration").Cells(2 * i + topRow - 3,
topCol - 2) .Value = "P[G" & i & "]=" &
Round(Range("FirstP PM").Offset(Section - 1, i - 1).Value, 2)
Sheets("OUTPUT - Tree No Exploration").Cells(2 * i + 2 * j *
NoGeologies + topRow - 3, topCol - 2).Value = "P[G" & i & "]=" &
Round(Range("FirstPPM").Offset(Section - 1, i - 1).Value, 2)
Next i
Next j
'Insert Decision Node
Sheets("OUTPUT - Tree No
Exploration").Shapes("decisionNode").Select
Selection.Copy
Sheets("OUTPUT - Tree No Exploration").Cells(NoGeologies *
NoMethods + topRow - 1, 2).Select
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Sheets("OUTPUT - Tree No Exploration").Paste
Selection.Name = "mainDecisionNode"
Sheets("OUTPUT - Tree No Exploration").Cells(NoGeologies *
NoMethods + topRow - 2, 2) = "E[(No Exploration)]"
Sheets("OUTPUT - Tree No Exploration").Cells(NoGeologies *
NoMethods + topRow, 2) = Worksheets("No Exploration").Cells(l, 1 +
Section).Value
'Insert Chance Nodes
Sheets("OUTPUT - Tree No Exploration").Shapes("chanceNode").Select
Selection.Copy
For i = 1 To NoMethods
Sheets("OUTPUT - Tree No Exploration").Cells((topRow - 1 + i *
NoGeologies + (i - 1) * NoGeologies), topCol / 2).Select
Sheets("OUTPUT - Tree No Exploration").Paste
Selection.Name = "chanceNodes" & i
'REMEMBER TO PUT IN THE EXPECTED COSTS!!!!!
Sheets("OUTPUT - Tree No Exploration").Cells((topRow - 2 + i *
NoGeologies + (i - 1) * NoGeologies), topCol / 2 - 2).Value = "E[(" &
Range("FirstConstrMeth").Offset(i - 1, 0).Value & ")]=" &
Range("FirstESnoExp").Offset(i - 1, Section - 1).Value
Next i
'Insert and Name Connections
Sheets("OUTPUT - Tree No Exploration").Shapes("connector").Select
Selection.Copy
For i = 1 To (NoGeologies * NoMethods + NoMethods)
Sheets("OUTPUT - Tree No Exploration").Cells(2 * i + topRow - 2,
5).Select
Sheets("OUTPUT - Tree No Exploration").Paste
Selection.Name = "connectors" & i
Next i
'Connect End Nodes with Chance Nodes
While j <= NoMethods
While i <= j * NoGeologies
Sheets("OUTPUT - Tree No Exploration").Shapes("connectors" &
i).Select
Selection.ShapeRange.ConnectorFormat.BeginConnect Sheets("OUTPUT -
Tree No Exploration").Shapes(
"endNodes" & i), 1
Selection.ShapeRange.ConnectorFormat.EndConnect Sheets("OUTPUT -
Tree No Exploration").Shapes(
"chanceNodes" & j), 7
i =i + 1
Wend
j = j + 1
Wend
'Connect Decision Node with Chance Nodes
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j = 1
i = NoGeologies * NoMethods + 1
While j <= NoMethods
Sheets("OUTPUT - Tree No Exploration").Shapes("connectors" &
i).Select
Selection.ShapeRange.ConnectorFormat.BeginConnect Sheets("OUTPUT -
Tree No Exploration").Shapes( _
"mainDecisionNode"), 4
Selection.ShapeRange.ConnectorFormat.EndConnect Sheets("OUTPUT -
Tree No Exploration").Shapes( _
"chanceNodes" & j), 3
j =j + 1
i= i + 1
Wend
'Put the Construction Costs at the end of the tree branches
For j = 1 To NoMethods
For i = 1 To NoGeologies
Cells(topRow + ((j - 1) * (2 * (NoGeologies - 1) + 2)) + (2 *
(i - 1)), topCol + 1).Value = Range("FirstCC").Offset(j - 1, i -
1).Value
Next i
Next j
End Sub
B.2 Tree for "Imperfect Information" Alternative
Sub TreeExploration()
Dim NoMethods As Integer
Dim NoGeologies As Integer
Dim SectionSel As Integer
Dim topRow As Integer
Dim topCol As Integer
'Initialize Number of Geologies and Number of Methods
NoMethods = Range("NoMethods").Value
NoGeologies = Range("NoGeologies").Value
SectionSel = Range("SectionSelected").Value
'Initialize Tree Size
topRow = 14
topCol = 11
'Inserting End Nodes (endNodesExp)
Sheets("OUTPUT - Tree Exploration").Shapes("endNodeExp").Select
Selection.Copy
For i = 1 To NoMethods * NoGeologies * NoGeologies
Sheets("OUTPUT - Tree Exploration").Cells(2 * i + topRow - 1,
topCol).Select
Sheets("OUTPUT - Tree Exploration").Paste
Selection.Name = "endNodesExp" & i
Next i
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'Labeling End Nodes (P[1G], P[2G], ...)
For k = 1 To NoGeologies
For j = 1 To NoMethods
For i = 1 To NoGeologies
Sheets("OUTPUT - Tree Exploration").Cells(2 * i - 2 + topRow + 2 *
NoGeologies * (j - 1) + 2 * (NoGeologies * NoMethods) * (k - 1) + 1,
topCol - 1) .Value = "P[G" & i & "]="
Sheets("OUTPUT - Tree Exploration").Cells(2 * i - 2 + topRow + 2 *
NoGeologies * (j - 1) + 2 * (NoGeologies * NoMethods) * (k - 1) + 1,
topCol).Value = " " & Round(Range("FirstBayesExp").Offset((i - 1) +
NoGeologies * (k - 1), SectionSel - 1).Value, 2)
working here!!!!!!
Sheets("OUTPUT - Tree Exploration").Cells(2 *i - 13 + topRow + 2 *
(j - 1) * NoGeologies + topRow - 2 + 2 * (k - 1) * NoGeologies *
NoMethods, topCol + 1) = Range("FirstMCC").Offset(j - 1, i).Value
Next i
Next j
Next k
'Insert Main Node (decisionNodeExp)
Sheets("OUTPUT - Tree Exploration").Shapes("chanceNodeExp").Select
Selection.Copy
Sheets("OUTPUT - Tree Exploration").Cells(NoGeologies * NoGeologies
* NoMethods + topRow, 2).Select
Sheets("OUTPUT - Tree Exploration").Paste
Selection.Name = "mainNodeExp"
'Labelling Main Node (E[Cost of Exploration]) and put in weighted
average of min methods
Sheets("OUTPUT - Tree Exploration").Cells(NoGeologies *
NoGeologies * NoMethods + topRow - 1, 2) = "E[(Exploring)]"
Dim WAvg As Double
Dim geo As Integer
WAvg = 0
For geo 1 To NoGeologies
WAvg = WAvg + (Range("FirstMinExp").Offset(geo - 1, SectionSel -
1).Value * Range("FirstESExp").Offset(geo - 1, SectionSel - 1).Value)
Next geo
Sheets("OUTPUT - Tree Exploration").Cells(NoGeologies * NoGeologies
* NoMethods + topRow + 2, 2) = WAvg
'Inserting Chance Nodes (chanceNodesExp)
Sheets("OUTPUT - Tree Exploration").Shapes("chanceNodeExp").Select
Selection.Copy
For i = 1 To NoMethods * NoGeologies
Sheets("OUTPUT - Tree Exploration").Cells((topRow + i * NoGeologies
+ (i - 1) * NoGeologies), 2 * topCol / 3 + 2).Select
Sheets("OUTPUT - Tree Exploration").Paste
Selection.Name = "chanceNodesExp" & i
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Next i
'Labeling Construction Strategies
For geo = 1 To NoGeologies
For meth = 1 To NoMethods
Worksheets("OUTPUT - Tree Exploration").Cells(topRow + 4 *
(meth - 1) + 8 * (geo - 1) + 2, 7).Value = "E[(" &
Range("FirstM CC").Offset(meth - 1, 0).Value & ")]=" &
Round(Range("FirstECExp").Offset((meth - 1) + (geo - 1) * NoMethods,
SectionSel - 1).Value, 2)
'Worksheets("OUTPUT - Tree Exploration").Cells(topRow + 4 *
(meth - 1) + 8 * (geo - 1) + 2, 8).Value =
Next meth
Next geo
'Inserting and Naming Connections (connectorExp)
Sheets("OUTPUT - Tree Exploration").Shapes("connectorExp").Select
Selection.Copy
For i = 1 To (NoGeologies * NoMethods * NoGeologies + NoMethods *
NoGeologies + NoGeologies)
Sheets("OUTPUT - Tree Exploration").Cells(2 * i + topRow - 2,
topCol).Select
Sheets("OUTPUT - Tree Exploration").Paste
Selection.Name = "connectorExp" & i
Next i
'Insert Decision Nodes (decisionNodesExp)
Sheets("OUTPUT - Tree
Exploration").Shapes("decisionNodeExp").Select
Selection.Copy
For i = 1 To NoGeologies
Sheets("OUTPUT - Tree Exploration").Cells(topRow + i * NoGeologies
* NoMethods + (i - 1) * NoGeologies * NoMethods, topCol / 3 + 2).Select
Sheets("OUTPUT - Tree Exploration").Paste
Selection.Name = "decisionNodesExp" & i
'Labeling Chance Nodes (P[Exploration Indicates 1G], P[Exploration
Indicates 2G], ... )
Sheets("OUTPUT - Tree Exploration").Cells(topRow + i * NoGeologies
* NoMethods + (i - 1) * NoGeologies * NoMethods, topCol / 3) =
"P[Exploration Res G" & i & "]=" & Round(Range("FirstESExp").Offset(i
- 1, SectionSel - 1).Value, 2)
Next i
'Connect End Nodes (endNodesExp) and Chance Nodes (chanceNodesExp)
j=1
i= 1
While j <= NoGeologies * NoMethods
While i <= j * NoGeologies
Sheets("OUTPUT - Tree Exploration").Shapes("connectorExp" &
i).Select
Selection.ShapeRange.ConnectorFormat.BeginConnect Sheets("OUTPUT -
Tree Exploration").Shapes(
"endNodesExp" & i), 1
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Selection.ShapeRange.ConnectorFormat.EndConnect Sheets("OUTPUT -
Tree Exploration").Shapes(
"chanceNodesExp" & j), 7
i= i + 1
Wend
j = j +1
Wend
'Connect Decision Nodes (decisionNodesExp) and Chance Nodes
(chanceNodesExp)
j = 1
i = NoGeologies * NoMethods * NoGeologies + 1
k= 1
While k <= NoGeologies
While j <= k * NoMethods
Sheets("OUTPUT - Tree Exploration").Shapes("connectorExp" &
i).Select
Selection.ShapeRange.ConnectorFormat.BeginConnect Sheets("OUTPUT -
Tree Exploration").Shapes(
"decisionNodesExp" & k), 4
Selection.ShapeRange.ConnectorFormat.EndConnect Sheets("OUTPUT -
Tree Exploration").Shapes(
"chanceNodesExp" & j), 3
i=i+ 1
j= j +1
k= 1
Wend
k = k + 1
Wend
'Connect Main Node (decisionNodeExp) and Decision Nodes
(decisionNodesExp)
j = l
i = NoGeologies * NoMethods * NoGeologies + NoMethods * NoGeologies
+ 1
While j <= NoGeologies
Sheets("OUTPUT - Tree Exploration").Shapes("connectorExp" &
i).Select
Selection.ShapeRange.ConnectorFormat.BeginConnect Sheets("OUTPUT -
Tree Exploration").Shapes(
"mainNodeExp"), 7
Selection.ShapeRange.ConnectorFormat.EndConnect Sheets("OUTPUT -
Tree Exploration").Shapes(
"decisionNodesExp" & j), 2
j = j +1
i=i + 1
Wend
End Sub
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APPENDIX C:TRANSITION COSTS
In this appendix, a method for calculating the expected transition costs prior to
exploration is proposed. Consider a tunnel segmented into five sections and assume
that 3 construction strategies are considered in the analysis: S1, S2, and S3. Assume in
addition that there are three possible geologic states: 1G, 2G, or 3G; and that S1 is the
cheapest construction strategy in geologic state 1G; S2 is the cheapest construction
strategy in geologic state 2G; and S2 is the cheapest construction strategy in geologic
state 3G. Prior to exploration, Figure 1 below shows the expected cheapest strategy in
each section of the tunnel.
Section
1 2 3 4 5
S2 S3 S1 S2 S1
2G 3G 1G 2G 1G
T
Exploration expected to be most beneficial in Section 3
Figure 1: Construction Strategies Prior to Exploration
After applying the model presented in the thesis, assume that the EVSI has the highest
value in section 3 and therefore exploration is expected to be most beneficial there.
Based on the exploration results the cheapest of S1, S2, and S3 will be employed in
section 3. The construction strategies employed in the other sections are assumed to be
the same as prior to exploration (Figure 1). This assumption is based on the fact that
one is only exploring in section 3 and therefore the cheapest strategies in the other
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sections remains the same. Figure 2 shows the three possible scenarios after having
explored.
Scenario 1: Exploration results in Section 3 indicate the presence
of IG
1 2 3 4 5
S2 S3 S1 S2 S1
Scenario 2: Exploration results in Section 3 indicate the presence
of 2G
1 2 3 4 5
S2 S3 S2 S2 S1
Scenario 3: Exploration results in Section 3 indicate the presence
of 3G
1 2 3 4 5
S2 S3 S3 S2 S1
Figure 2: the three possible scenarios after exploration
In scenario one, exploration results indicate the presence of geologic state 1G in which
case construction strategy S1 is expected to be the cheapest; in scenario 2, exploration
results indicate the presence of geologic state 2G, in which case construction strategy
S2 is expected to be the cheapest; and in scenario 3, exploration results indicate the
presence of geologic state 3G, in which case construction strategy S3 is expected to be
the cheapest.
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The probability of each scenario occurring then corresponds to the probability that the
exploration results will indicate each of the geologic states. As was shown in section
2.3, these can be obtained using the total probability theorem. For example, the
probability that the exploration results will indicate 1 G is given by:
P[Indicates 1 G] = P[Indicates 1 G 11 G] * P[1 G] + P[Indicates 1 G I 2G ]* P[2G] +
P[Indicates 1 G |3G] * P[3G]
The probability that the exploration results will indicate 2G and 3G can be calculated in a
similar manner.
At this point the additional consideration of transition costs enters. In particular, for each
scenario, the costs of switching construction strategies from section 2 to section 3, and
then again to section 4 should be determined. These can be arranged in matrix form as
shown in Table 1 below. The first index of the entries corresponds to the construction
strategy in the previous section and the second index of the entries corresponds to the
construction strategy in the current section. For example, C12 corresponds to the cost of
switching from construction strategy 1 to construction strategy 2.
Table 1: Transition Cost Matrix
S1 S2 S3
S1 0 C12 C13
S2 C21 0 C23
S3 C31 C32 0
The expected transition cost prior to exploration can then be calculated as:
E[(Transitions)] = P[(Indicates 1 G)]*(C 31+C12)+P[(Indicates 2G)]*(C 32)+P[(Indicates
3G)]*(C32)
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If one includes the E[(Transitions)] in the analysis, the EVSI can then be calculated as
follows:
EVSI = E[(No Exploration)] - E[(Imperfect Info.)] - E[(Transitions)] - E[(Exploration)],
If the EVSI is greater than zero then exploration is beneficial in section 3; if on the other
hand the EVSI is less than zero then exploration is not expected to be beneficial in
section 3 due to the transition costs. In this case the analysis can be run again by
eliminating one or more of the other construction strategies to avoid transition costs.
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